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VIANNA STIBAL

I was born with an
inherent intuitive ability. Eventually, health
problems provided
the incentive I needed
to concentrate on the
study of naturopathic
medicine, and I
opened a business
offering full-time massage, nutritional counselling and a naturopathic practice.
I met a psychic who suggested that I do
readings for income. It was during these
readings that I found that if I would listen, the
voice of the Creator would give me instructions. I became quite good at the readings
and was asked to do classes on the technique I was using. This was my beginning as
a medical intuitive. From this time forward my
metaphysical experiences increased exponentially to quantify who I was to become.
Trusting intuition
Meanwhile I had developed a severe problem with my right leg. It would intermittently
swell up to twice its normal size. I was diagnosed with bone cancer. I was told that I had
a tumour in my right femur. The bone specialist told me that he had seen only two
other cases like mine. He also informed me
that he felt amputation might be my best
option. This, he said, would give me a little
more time to live.
I was in unbearable pain from the tumour.
Still I went forward, continuing to see clients,
not because of great courage or endurance,
but because I had financial obligations and
my young children needed me. But even
though I was very ill, my intuitive abilities
became even more accurate, as did my connection to the Creator.
I was a pitiful sight, hobbling into my office,
leaning on my massage table to do massages and painfully struggling through readings. Adding to my problems, I had developed an infection in my leg. I decided that
enough was enough! I was going to treat
myself.
I trusted my intuition and the information I
was receiving from the Creator and I began
putting my knowledge of naturopathy to good
use. I realized that it was vital for me to focus
on aggressively cleaning out my body, but in
spite of everything I was doing to help
myself, I remained very sick.
My biopsy result finally came back and the
result was negative for bone cancer, but
revealed dead cells along with normal bone
cells. I was now told that I had lymphatic
cancer that had killed the cells in my femur. I
knew this to be the truth and I believed mercury poisoning had caused it.

How? I knew this because I had gone up
and asked God (or the Creator) and had
received the message that I had been poisoned by mercury.
How I was healed
I believed to the core of my being that God
could heal in an instant and I continued to
trust my intuition. There was just something
I was missing. I had used conventional
medicine, cleanses, nutrition, oils, vitamins,
affirmations and visualizations, and still I
was sick.
Every time I asked the Creator, I was told
that I already knew the answer and that I just
had to remember how to call upon God.
The answer to my prayers came while I
was in the mountains, when I held a gathering with some friends. My aunt from Oregon
showed up unexpectedly, but had a bad
stomach-ache. She lay down in a tent and I
went inside to help her.

“Every single person was
going into Theta: not only
the practitioners, but the
people they were working
on. We believed that the
healings were taking place
in a state of what I call
‘God-consciousness’.”

I began to do a body scan: I went out of the
top of my head, through my crown chakra,
and when I was in my aunt’s space I asked
the Creator what was the matter with her. I
was shown that it was giardia. I told it to go
away and witnessed the Creator releasing
the pain in her stomach. Within seconds, it
had gone.
I decided it was time to do the same thing
to myself. I hobbled into my office, excited at
the prospect of carrying out the same procedure on my leg.
I stopped just before the door to my office
and went out of my space from my crown
chakra and prayed to the Creator. I then
commanded a healing on myself, and it
worked! My right leg, which had shrunk to
three inches shorter than my left leg,
returned instantly to its normal size. The pain
was removed and my leg was healed.
Today my femur continues to be healthy, all
test reports are normal and I am free of lymphatic cancer.
In my gratitude I made a vow to the Creator
to give this technique to all those who wanted to learn it. This was the foundation of the
ThetaHealing that we know and love today.

Theta Healing

Entering the Theta state
I came to believe that I was going into the
Theta state to bring about these healings. If
my theory was correct, then I had a breakthrough in healing and an explanation of faith
healing that could be scientifically measured.
The human mind has five different brainwaves: Alpha, Beta, Gamma, Delta and
Theta. These are constantly in motion; the
brain is consistently producing waves in all of
these frequencies. Everything that you do
and everything you say is regulated by the
frequency of your brainwaves.
A Theta state is a very deep state of relaxation, the state used in hypnosis. In Theta,
the brainwaves are slowed to a frequency of
four to seven cycles per second. Sages meditate for hours to reach this state, as in it they
are able to access absolute calm. Theta
brainwaves can be thought of as the subconscious; they govern the part of our mind that
is layered between the conscious and the
unconscious. They hold memories and sensations. They also govern our attitudes,
beliefs and behaviour. They are always creative and inspirational and are characterized
by very spiritual sensations. We believe this
state allows us to act below the level of the
conscious mind.
Theta is a very powerful state. An example
of the use of Theta state is that of the
Tibetan priests. In winter, these priests place
wet towels over their shoulders. Within minutes the towels are completely dry. In ancient
times the Kahunas of Hawaii accessed the
Theta state to walk on hot lava.
Validation for the Theta state came when a
physicist friend became interested in the
work and made us an electroencephalograph. In my classes, we hooked up people
from all healing modalities to the machine.
We found that people who were Reiki practitioners utilized the high Alpha brainwave, a
wonderful healing wave that ‘removes’ pain
and relaxes the body.
We confirmed that our technique was taking us to a Theta state. Every single person
was going into Theta: not only the practitioners, but the people they were working on. We
believed that the healings were taking place
in a state of what I call ‘God-consciousness’.
DNA activation
It was while working with a diabetic woman
that I made a very interesting discovery. When
I went ‘up’ and asked to see the chromosome
that was causing her diabetes, in the rapture
of Theta I was shown another chromosome
that I was told was the chromosome of youth
and vitality. Then I heard the voice of the
Creator guiding me in a story of human DNA. I
was told that this particular chromosome had
been changed during the history of
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The Road Map to All That Is

humankind’s evolution. In a time and conlevels and how this relates to us as humans.
sciousness that is now lost to us, we were
I learned that through the Creator of All
able to rejuvenate our body. We lost this ability That Is, it is possible to create physical healover thousands of years, and because of this,
ing, to progress spiritually and to find enlightthis chromosome is now incomplete. However, enment. The more that I made a direct conin this time of enlightenment we are once
nection to the Creator of All That Is from the
again ready to receive regenerated youth.
Seventh Plane, the clearer my perspective
I was told that the lost keys of youth and
became of the other planes of creation that
vitality in the DNA code were going to be vital
make up the whole.
to human survival in the years to come. This
Go Up to the Creator of All That Is
was, in part, because of the poisons and toxins
The Theta state of mind is obtained when
that we would be subjected to in the modern
you send out your consciousness to connect
industrial age. I was told that as a larger
to the Creator through the crown chakra.
degree of the population became intuitive, they
Although all the chakras are used in readwould become more sensitive to the physical
ings, it is the crown chakra that is the most
world, but the completion of the youth and
prevalent in ThetaHealing, as this is the
vitality chromosome would help them survive.
I was given instruction on how to work on
EDITOR’S CHOICE: Even more
the chromosome and how to complete it, and
savings when you buy extra copies!
I activated myself first and then my friends. Half
THETA HEALING
In the coming days I was repeatedly shown price!
Vianna Stibal
how to change the youth and vitality chroIn Theta Healing,
mosome until the Creator was sure that I
Vianna Stibal
had understood the information. This was
describes a powerthe beginning of the DNA activation.
ful energy-healing
I have been told by the Creator that long
technique,
ago, in a time before written history, our
accessed by comintuitive abilities were much more advanced
municating with the
than they are now. Over aeons, many gifts
Creator, or the enerhave been lost. What we know today as
gy of All That Is.
ThetaHealing actually began thousands of
She discovered and
years ago. I believe that these techniques
developed Theta
are as old as time itself. They have been
Healing following diagnosis of a cancer that
used for millennia as humanity awakens from
was destroying her right femur. Everything
time to time, only to fall asleep once more.
she tried using conventional and alternative
medicine failed, until she employed a simple
The awakening
technique that she used in her work as an
Now the long sleep is over and we are
intuitive
reader and healer: to ‘go up above
awake once again. I also believe that there is
yourself’,
connect to the Creator and ‘coman inborn awareness in the human soul that
mand’
and
receive instant healing – emowill help us link this technique to ancient and
tional
or
physical.
Her leg was instantafuture knowledge. In the past, genetics, enerneously healed. Vianna describes how the
getic influences and collective consciousness
technique taps into Theta brain waves – a
issues kept us from developing to our full
very deep, subconscious state of relaxation,
potential as Co-Creators with All That Is. We
also reached in hypnosis, deep sleep or
are now entering into a new transition of develyogi-level meditation. In Theta Healing she
opment. It is time to begin to accept our power
shows you how to enter the Theta state and
as divine sparks of the Creator of All That Is.
receive healing, how to scan yourself and
When I first began to seriously conduct
others. She also explains how we are evolvreadings and healings, a doorway was someing, waking up dormant parts of our spiritual
how opened for me. In a way, I was a little
DNA, and shows how to activate your DNA
like Alice in Wonderland when she tumbled
to open your intuitive gifts.
256pp, 156mm x 234mm, softback, 2010, RRP £16.99
down the rabbit hole. I began to have metaCode: 201001 Cygnus Prices: 1 copy £8.50
physical experiences that increased in inten2 or more copies £8.00 each
sity. I have always been intuitive and have
what some call ‘the sight’, but there was little
to prepare me for what was to come.
‘gateway’ to the Creator’s truth. It is from this
My intuitive senses began to open fully as
place that the Creator of All That Is can perinformation began to flood into my mind from
form instant healing and that you can create
what I came to know as the seven planes of
in all aspects of your life.
existence. They provided me with a concepThe process of going up to the Seventh
tual medium for understanding how and why
Plane will unlock doors in your mind to conthe world works on the physical and spiritual
nect you with All That Is. It seems to connect
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the neurons in your brain back to the point of
creation. In fact, after you have truly gone to
the Seventh Plane and you open your eyes
you will realize that you are connected to
everything and that the veil has been lifted.
Remember, it is not your spirit that is going
up to the Seventh Plane, only a consciousness that is created by the process.
When you go to the Seventh Plane, the
perception is that you are going outside yourself, out into the universe to the far reaches
of the cosmos and through a portal into creation. In a way this is true, but not the way
that you might think. Inside every person
there is a tiny universe that is identical to the
vastness of All That Is.
So, what do we find inside ourselves? We
find that inside each of us there is the
Creative Force, Source and God. Infinity is
inside us as well as outside. So where are
you going when you go up and seek God?
Where are you going when you go through
the jelly-like substance? You are entering the
nucleus of an atom. Each time that you connect to the Creator, you go on a journey in
the inner vastness. This journey connects
you to your own atoms and also brings you
to the awareness of the outside universe of
infinite energy and to the realization that God
is in every atom.
So you go on a journey inside yourself to
find the Creator-self that is inside you and
outward to the cosmic consciousness.
Cosmic Consciousness
Cosmic consciousness is very different
from our earthly awareness. There are many
perceptions that are specific aspects of this
world. Many of these are purely of a human
design, while others have been created following divine inspiration. It can be difficult to
perceive which concepts are of this Earth,
which are illusions, which are those we have
created and which are divine. For instance,
human collective consciousness has not yet
developed sufficiently to be purely divine. It
has a competitive streak running through it
that is not only part of our perception but is in
our very DNA. Reincarnation is another
example of the many concepts that exist on
planet Earth as a consciousness but not necessarily a purely divine perception.
This is why it is so important that our perceptions are as pure as possible and why we
leave this earthly illusion to be with the
Creator to create healing. By taking the road
map out past the stars into creation we break
through the earthly bounds that hold us to
become a cosmic power that is not bound by
the Laws of Earth.
From Theta Healing, ©2010 by Vianna
Stibal, published by Hay House.
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LOOKING AHEAD TO 2011

THE NEED TO KNOW

KNOW THAT YOU ARE
LOVED: CYGNUS REVIEW
CALENDAR 2011
Ann Napier & Janet Baxter

Our Cygnus Calendar for 2011 –
Know That You Are Loved – brings
Ann Napier’s words of affirmation and
reassurance that wherever you may
be, there still exists a lifeline from the heart of
the universe that is connected directly with
you. We hope that these texts, combined with
Janet Baxter’s stunning photographs of
nature, will help you to feel it. In response to
requests from Cygnus members, we’ve redesigned the calendar to make the boxes
larger: almost twice as big as last year!
‘Know this, and be at peace: your best is
always good enough. And help – that tower
of absolute inner strength – is always, always there for you.’

32pp, 210mm x 148mm, illus. in colour, 2010, exclusive to Cygnus
Code: 200902 Cygnus Prices: 1 copy £4.99, 2 or more copies £4.49 each

SPECIAL OFFER: buy 5 calendars, get 1 free!
That’s 6 calendars for £22.45

MIND BODY & SPIRIT
save
BOOK OF DAYS
46%!
2011 DIARY

This lovely spiral-bound desk
diary offers guidance on
enhancing your spiritual, mental and physical well-being all
through the year. A holistic
resource for enriching daily
life, it will guide you on a journey of inner nurturing, growth and fulfilment. Each month starts off with
positive intentions and suggested practices and projects to encourage
personal and spiritual development. The double-page spread for each
week features a colourful illustration on which to reflect and an exercise
to further your self-awareness, as well as a quotation. You’ll find inspirational thoughts, perennial wisdom and a programme of meditations,
all with the aim to encourage your very best self to flower.

144pp, 185mm x 254mm, illus. in colour, spiral bound hardback, 2010, RRP £12.99

Code: 201002 Cygnus Price £6.99

IN TUNE WITH THE MOON 2011
Michel Gros

The phases of the moon have many direct
influences on us – from our physical energy
levels and the way we express ourselves, to
the best time to embark on new projects – and
on all living things around us, including plants.
This lunar calendar and planner is a great
guide to living and gardening in harmony with
the moon, explaining the moon’s influence on
plants, flowers, fruit, vegetables, and people in
2011. With comprehensive instructions on how to read the moon, easyto-use, with month-by-month plans, charts and reminders of how to
best utilise the moon’s influence at any given time, you learn about
organic and biodynamic gardening in lunar sympathy, when to sow,
weed, transplant and harvest, how to make compost and much more.
At the same time you are shown how to make the right choices for
yourself and your family, to increase your health and vitality.

112pp, 150mm x 210mm, illus. in colour, softback, 2010, RRP £8.99
Code: 201003 Cygnus Price £5.89
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THE MISSING FAMILY OF JESUS
Tobias Churton

Half
price!

‘I thought I was
looking for the
historical family
of Jesus; what I
found was the
elusive historical
Jesus as well.’
Tobias Churton

The Missing Family of Jesus is a quest to
discover all that is to be found about Jesus’
family background, parentage and siblings
and the possibility of his having descendants.
Tobias Churton explains that Romanised
Christianity obscured the historical facts
about early Christianity, so that Jesus
became the only son of God and the product
of a virgin birth, to avoid the taint of original
sin. Siblings were written out of history to
prevent them from muddying the theological
waters. Tobias’s investigation is based on a
range of sources: the canonical evidence
(Gospels and Epistles), apocryphal evidence
including the Gnostic gospels, works of early
Christianity (including the Dead Sea Scrolls), and
myths and legends about ‘heirs’. Join him on
what turns out to be a very surprising adventure.

256pp, 153mm x 234mm, hardback, 2010, RRP £16.99
Code: 201004 Cygnus Price £8.50

ORBS: THEIR MISSION & MESSAGES
OF HOPE Klaus & Gundi Heinemann

save
40%!

Now that so much research has been done on
orbs – the opaque circular features that appear
unexpectedly in photographs – the big question
is this: what does their appearance mean? Orb
expert and physicist Klaus Heinemann, together with his wife Gundi Heinemann, a healing
arts practitioner, now show that these mysterious phenomena are here for the specific purpose to bring us vital messages of hope. This
grounded and visionary presentation gives convincing new findings to inspire the follower, and
convert the sceptic, with illustrations, reports and interpretations of orb
experiences from all over the world. Delve deep into the magical and
exciting world of orbs, how and when they appear to us, and beyond –
exploring what these emanations from spirit are trying to communicate.
save
53%!

164pp, 135mm x 216mm, illus. in colour, softback, 2010, RRP £10.99
Code: 201005 Cygnus Price £6.59

THE POWER Rhonda Byrne

The Secret has transformed the way millions
of people see and understand the law of
attraction. Now, Rhonda Byrne turns her attention to another aspect of universal law. Her latest book, The Power contains the essence of
everything she has learned since The Secret
was released. Without exception, she
believes, every person who is successful in
applying the law of attraction to improve their
lives and inner condition has used love to
achieve it. When you love, she says, you are using the greatest
power in the universe. So love is the positive force of life, the cause
of everything positive and good. Filling us with enthusiasm and an
unprecedented sense of ease, Rhonda explains how we can draw
on this power to transform every area of our lives. You don’t need to
have read The Secret for The Power to change your life, because,
says Rhonda, everything you need to know is contained in The
Power. If you have read The Secret [170103], then this new book
will build on what you already know.

272pp, 138mm x 176mm, hardback, 2010, RRP £14.99
Code: 200901 Cygnus Price £6.99

More than 1200 titles in stock!

LORNA BYRNE

I see angels all the time. I
cannot remember any
time I have not seen
angels. From the very
moment I opened my eyes
after I was born they were
there – even though at the
time I did not know they
were angels. When lying
in my cot as a baby, I would see them around
my mother. I would be playing, trying to catch
them but I never could. I see them as clearly
as I see my daughter sitting across the dinner
table from me, and I talk with them as I talk
with other people, but I can also communicate
with them without words. To me there has
never been a day when I haven’t seen angels.
For me it is the most natural thing to see
them. Angels are my best friends and companions. The angels told me when I was quite
young that I should keep what I was seeing a
secret, so I didn’t even tell my parents
or brothers and sisters.
save
40%!
A tremendous power
I don’t know why God has chosen
me in this way. I don’t think I’m better
than anybody else. In fact, when I was
a child the doctors told my parents
that I was retarded. I’m certainly not
perfect. I’m just an ordinary person,
and an ordinary person with learning
difficulties at that. But He did choose
me and He sent His angels to teach
me. When I see an angel I want to
stop and stare. I feel like I am in the presence
of a tremendous power.
When I was younger, the angels generally
adopted a human form – to make it easier for
me to accept them. Now that’s no longer
absolutely necessary. The angels I see do not
always have wings, but when they do I am
sometimes amazed by their form. Sometimes
they are like flames of fire, and yet they have
shape and solidity. Some angels’ wings have
feathers like the wings of the Bird Angel.
When angels have a human appearance –
with or without wings – their eyes are one of
their most fascinating features. Angel eyes are
not like human eyes. They are so much more
alive, so full of life and light and love. It’s as if
they contain the essence of life itself. Their
radiance fills me completely.
I have never seen an angel’s feet actually
touch the ground; when I see one walking
towards me, I see what looks like a cushion of
energy between the ground and their feet.
The Bird Angel appears
An angel stepped through the trees and the
light surrounding this angel grew brighter and
brighter. The angel had a human appearance.
He was tall and elegant. He was radiant, his
face gold in colour and his eyes gleaming with
light like pearls with light shining through them
would. His clothes were draped over him but

Angels: My Friends, Companions and Teachers
as he moved not a fold changed. A golden
sash was wrapped around his waist and
around his neck hung a necklace made of
round gold links with one large green sapphire
at the V point. As with all angels his feet didn’t
touch the ground. He was surrounded by golden birds in flight and on the ground around
him were all kinds of birds – crows and jackdaws and all kinds of little birds including
robins, sparrows, finches and tits.
Suddenly, light exploded from the sapphire,
with incredible rays of light and energy, shooting in all directions. At the same time the
small birds suddenly lifted from the ground,
flying towards the angel. Then they flew into
the rays of the emerald-green sapphire and
finally into the sapphire itself. There the birds
disappeared.

BOOK CIRCLE CHOICE: Even more
savings when you buy extra copies!

STAIRWAYS TO HEAVEN
Lorna Byrne

Lorna Byrne was told by the
angels that her job on this
earth was to share the wisdom and knowledge that
God and the angels were
giving her. When Lorna’s
husband died, her world fell
apart. In Stairways to
Heaven she tells the story
of how she pulled her life
back together, how she
started to spread the angels’ message to the
world, and how she came to write Angels in
My Hair. Lorna also tells us of the future that
God envisages for us – and some possible
other futures, depending on the decisions we
make. She reveals extraordinarily detailed
information about angels and the way they
work in the world, and introduces us to the
Guardian Angel of the Earth and explains
why it is so important that we listen to him.
The overwhelming reaction to Lorna’s writing
is that it gives hope, helping to bring a realisation that no matter how alone you might
feel, you have a guardian angel by your side.

256pp, 153mm x 234mm, hardback, 2010, RRP £14.99

Code: 201006 Cygnus Prices: 1 copy £8.99
2 or more copies £8.49 each

The angel now walked towards me and
opened up his wings and moved them gently.
They were enormous and incredibly beautiful. I
could see each individual perfect feather. They
varied in size from enormous feathers to small
ones. All the feathers were white but a tint of
gold reflected from each feather. Angels don’t
always have wings and the wings don’t always
give the impression of feathers, but I knew this
angel was different. Because this was the Bird
Angel. I had last seen him shortly before my
husband Joe had died. Joe had only been
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dead a few months and I was missing him terribly. I was so thrilled though to see the Bird
Angel – and to know that he had come to
comfort me as I was sitting on my own on a
log in woodland near my home.
The touch of wings
The Bird Angel now knelt down in front of me
and wrapped his enormous wings around me.
I could feel the touch of his wings around my
body. As I snuggled into the Bird Angel I felt so
peaceful. I whispered to him, ‘Thank you for
coming to comfort me.’
He whispered back, ‘Every time you see a
bird, I want you to think of me and smile.’ I
could feel the Bird Angel unwrapping his wings
slowly from around me. Then he put his hand
under my chin and raised my head up; his
eyes were smiling at me, alight with such tenderness and love, his face glowed gold. There
was no need for more words.
The Bird Angel stood up slowly, saying
goodbye as he let go of my hand. He started
to move back slowly and as he did so he
grew enormous in size and, once again, his
enormous wings opened up. The wings started moving, beating swiftly and smoothly with
a rhythm that sounded like a drum. He started
flying upwards gradually and then he stopped
and hovered. The area of the radiant light that
shone from him was full of birds. Then the
Bird Angel and all the birds disappeared into
the light.
From Stairways to Heaven, ©2010 by Lorna
Byrne, published by Hodder and Stoughton.

save
40%!

ANGELS IN MY
HAIR Lorna Byrne

When Lorna Byrne
was a child, people
often noticed that she
did not seem to be
focussing on the
world around her.
That is because
Lorna saw not just
the world around her
but, equally vividly,
angels and spirits, too. For many years she
assumed everyone saw the same. Now, as
Lorna tells the story of her life, we meet, as
she did, the creatures from the spirit worlds
who also inhabit our own, mostly angels of
an astonishing beauty and variety – including the prophet Elijah and an Archangel –
but also the spirits of people who have died.
Angels in My Hair, the compelling autobiography of a modern day mystic, may also
help you remember times in your past when
Angels have helped you. Recognising these
events, even in hindsight, explains Lorna,
can offer powerful support when we face
challenges in our life.

334pp, 128mm x 196mm, softback, 2009, RRP £6.99

Code: 180506 Cygnus Price £4.20
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SALE – 40% OR MORE OFF ON THESE HEALTH TITLES
CANCER IS NOT A DISEASE:
IT’S A SURVIVAL MECHANISM
Andreas Moritz

In Cancer is Not a Disease: It’s a Survival
Mechanism, Andreas Moritz, presents a radically new understanding of cancer: it is a surHalf
vival
mechanism, physical symptoms reflectprice!
ing your body’s final attempt to deal with lifethreatening cell congestion and toxins. He
believes that removal of these root causes
and trusting in the body’s wisdom to heal itself
can help to bring complete healing of your
body, mind and emotions. Cancer is Not a Disease: It’s a Survival
Mechanism also considers the problems associated with conventional
cancer treatments, what actually causes cancer, and how you can
remove the obstacles that prevent your body from healing itself. Cancer
is not an attempt on your life: to the contrary, cancer is trying to save it.
Follow these radical concepts and methods, including dietary and exercise advice, and alternative treatments, to turn your feelings of victimhood and despair into those of empowerment, self-mastery and health.

244pp, 152mm x 228mm, softback, 2009, RRP £12.99
Code: 190708 Cygnus Price £6.50

THE AMAZING LIVER &
GALLBLADDER FLUSH Andreas Moritz

Half
price!

As an alternative medicine practitioner and medical intuitive, Andreas Moritz has found gallstones
congesting the liver to be a very common but
rarely recognized cause of illness. These stones,
he says, are generally too small to show up on
ultrasound, but clog the livers of most adults living
in the industrialized world, and especially those
suffering chronic illnesses such as heart disease,
arthritis, MS, cancer, or diabetes. Andreas Moritz
explains their causes and telltale signs, and
guides you through his seven-day liver and gallbladder flush programme to remove them painlessly at home using fruit juices, Epsom
salts and olive oil. He also gives practical guidelines on how to prevent
new gallstones from being formed, to optimize your longer term physical and emotional health and wellbeing.

238pp, 152mm x 228mm, softback, 2009, RRP £12.95
Code: 190709 Cygnus Price £6.50

save
40%!

THE HEALING POWER OF MUDRAS
Rajendar Menen

Mudras are special healing gestures made with
the hands and fingers. The Healing Power of
Mudras shows you how to use this ‘yoga of
the hands’ to promote rejuvenation of body and
mind, prevent and cure illnesses and bring
about spiritual regeneration. A holistic view of
physical and spiritual healing is complemented
by clear illustrations explaining exactly how to
use Mudras, and chapters explore everything
from their use in dance and martial arts to diet
and the practice of visualisation. Further sections look at how combining Mudras with positive colours, foods, thoughts and ambience
can drastically improve your wellbeing, assigning specific positions to
relevant conditions and covering a wide range of physical ailments
and emotional conditions. It takes minutes to perform, and can be
done anywhere at any time – yet the effects are hugely beneficial.

112pp, 138mm x 216mm, softback 2010, RRP £8.99
Code: 201007 Cygnus Price £5.40

THE HUMMINGBIRD’S JOURNEY
TO GOD Ross Heaven

San Pedro, a healing and visionary brew
derived from the ‘cactus of vision’,
Trichocereus pachanoi, is one of Peru’s most
important and powerful shamanic teacher
plants. Ross Heaven, a shamanic healer,
explains how, for thousands of years, this brew
has been drunk by spiritual seekers and those
in need of healing. By taking us back to
source, reconnecting to our pure consciousness, it is possible to discover and heal the origins of problems and illnesses. It has helped to cure a wide variety of
physical problems, including cancer, diabetes, paralysis, and pneumonia, as well as emotional and psychological issues such as alcoholism, heartbreak, and grief. Ross looks at both healing and ceremonial usage, and presents interviews and case studies from shamans
and participants, who offer stories of cures and spiritual insights. This
is the first book written about the shamanic use of San Pedro.

240pp, 132mm x 214mm, softback, 2009, RRP £11.99
Code: 200811 Cygnus Price £6.99

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Cancer Is Not a Disease...’ &
‘The Amazing Liver & Gallbladder Flush’ together for £12.00
save
42%!
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ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL HEALING
ORACLE CARDS Doreen Virtue

REINVENTING THE BODY,
RESURRECTING THE SOUL
Deepak Chopra

Reinventing the Body, Resurrecting the
Soul is the sequel to Ageless Body,
Timeless Mind [085134], in which Deepak
Chopra revealed the profound connection
between our health and our thoughts. Here,
he shows how to create a whole new self –
the self you want to be. Dr Chopra explains
how the body is actually a reflection of the
mind, a ‘symbol in flesh and blood of everything you think and feel’. Be guided now in reconnecting with your
ideal sense of self, and venturing through a remarkable process of
renewal and discovery, as you explore consciously the places within,
putting right what has been created by your unconscious mind.
Chopra invites you to live from the soul, to satisfy your deepest
desires in a life rich with joy and meaning.

298pp, 152mm x 233mm, softback, 2009, RRP £11.99
Code: 200209 Cygnus Price £6.99

Order line: 01558 825 500

save
42%!

save
42%!

Now you can give yourself and others accurate, loving and helpful readings about health and healing
with these beautiful oracle cards. Each features a
gorgeous painting of Archangel Raphael, the angel
most associated with healing, known throughout the
world for his miraculous powers and ability to help
those in need. Whether you wish to protect and
heal yourself, your family, your clients or your
friends, Raphael will always be close by once you
seek him out using Doreen’s exceptional guidance.
With Doreen’s expert advice in the enclosed guidebook, you will learn the specific meanings of each
card, helping you provide safe and powerful readings for your loved ones and clients. Whether you’re
seeking a healing for yourself or for someone else,
or you want to awaken your own natural healing
abilities, Archangel Raphael brings you miracles
and trustworthy guidance.

Boxed set, 92mm x 136mm, 44 colour cards & 116pp guidebook, 2010, RRP £11.99

Code: 200604 Cygnus Price £6.95

Query line: 01558 825 503

DIANA COOPER

The Sound Key to the
Elemental Kingdom
On a cold November
day I had one of the
most extraordinary
experiences of my life. I
was walking in my local
forest when a tall lilac
fairy came up to me and
started a conversation.
Suddenly I realised that she was talking into my
right ear and only Metatron does that. She
explained that she worked with him because he
is bringing the frequency of the flowers up to
help with the ascension of the planet. I asked
more questions to which she replied patient- Free
ly. Then she added. ‘It is a very human con- CD!
cept to have such a rigid structure. In our
dimension we all work for the highest good, so I
work with Metatron and Purlimiek in whatever is
the best way for the world.’
I nodded but I couldn’t help wondering and
had to ask, ‘But you are lilac coloured and
Metatron vibrates with orange and gold?’ In the
twinkling of an eye the fairy ran along the path
in front of me and became a vibrant, bright
orange. It startled me. Then she turned to gold.
She laughed again and said that Metatron
could use any colours to express his purpose
and intention and used the sunlight to enable
this to happen.
Now Metatron himself stood by me in a column
of orange light. He only remained for a moment.
Suddenly my heart opened – the most extraordinary feeling, like a physical opening up from my
heart centre to include everything. My heart
embraced the birds, the trees, all the people of
the world. We were one. I walked slowly along
feeling part of the oneness until the feeling faded.
Then the fairy sat on my left shoulder and
started to sing. It was so enthralling that I stood
stock still. I cannot say I heard the sound with
my physical ears. It was in my head somewhere
and in my body. Then hundreds of fairies and
other elementals joined in and sang with her.
The sound reverberated through me and it was
like a low hum like millions of distant bees but at
a higher pitch. They were introducing me to the
sound key to the elemental kingdom. Over the
next few months we were to learn about the
sounds attached to all the Keys to the Universe
and have reproduced them as faithfully as possible on the CD that accompanies the book.
How The Keys to the Universe was written
I was with my friend Kathy Crosswell when
my guide Kumeka told us he wanted to start a
very important book in the New Year 2010. He
said we must do it together as it was to be an
extremely high frequency piece of work to help
move many people on the planet forward and
only our combined energy could take us to the
level needed to bring the special information
through in a pure way. When Kumeka told us
that it was to be called The Keys to the
Universe we were overawed and seriously

The Keys to the Universe

doubted our readiness for the task!
But a few weeks later something even more
awesome and unexpected happened. Kathy
and I were together when suddenly the energy
in the room went totally still, and the lights
dimmed. We knew someone carrying a higher
frequency than we had ever experienced was
trying to contact us. It was like the first time a
Seraphim came in but much more profound
and powerful. We looked at each other questioning, ‘Who is it?’ then relaxed more deeply
and waited. It was Source! He/She wanted to
connect with us personally to tell us how important The Keys to the Universe was. I can’t put
in words how we felt after that; overwhelmed,

THE KEYS TO
THE UNIVERSE
Diana Cooper &
Kathy Crosswell

In preparation for
2012, Diana
Cooper and Kathy
Crosswell’s new
book, The Keys to
the Universe,
brings forward
ancient knowledge
of the forty eight keys to universal knowledge and wisdom, and the two golden cosmic keys, one in Hollow Earth and one in
Sirius. The book and CD will enable you to
connect to the secrets of the animal kingdom, the nature kingdom, the elementals,
archangels and beings of the angelic
realms, cosmic Masters, the wisdom centre
of the star systems and Hollow Earth. These
keys also enable you to access your Higher
Self and Monad (I AM Presence). Each has
a sound and colour that unlocks the door to
sacred knowledge. When you listen to the
sound keys with your heart open, you will
start your attunement to the Cosmic Keys
held in Hollow Earth and Sirius. And when
you hold all the keys to the universe you are
an enlightened ascended master and you
can access the true blueprint of Earth and
help to bring it back.

192pp, 152mm x 218mm, illus. in colour,
softback + CD, 2010, RRP £9.99
Code: 201008 Cygnus Price £6.50

elated, incredulous, unbelieving and totally nurtured were all intermingled. I guess the predominant feeling was disbelief, rapture and
wonder.
What are the Keys?
There are 48 keys to different aspects of the
universal knowledge and wisdom and 2 golden
cosmic keys, one in Hollow Earth and one in
Sirius. When you hold a key, for example an
understanding of the properties of water, you
expand your knowledge. When you hold all the
keys to the universe you are an enlightened,
ascended master and you can access the true

FREE POSTAGE on UK orders of £25 or more!

blueprint of Earth and help to bring it back.
Each key has a sound and colour that
unlocks the door to sacred knowledge. On the
CD there is a section for Hollow Earth and
another for Sirius where all the sounds are
incorporated like an orchestra. This is incredible
and opens your consciousness to unlock the
secrets known by the Wise Ancients.
The Golden Key of Hollow Earth
Hollow Earth is a seventh dimensional paradise. It is an energetic space or cosmic chakra
in the centre of our planet and holds the divine
blueprint for Earth and 36 keys. It contains the
plan for all the ancient civilisations. These are
the cultures which spawned the five golden
ages on Earth as well as Lemuria and the
twelve tribes of Atlantis. The twelve entry points
into the seventh dimension and the cosmos,
such as the Pyramid under Machu Picchu,
Peru, linked to Saturn and the Moon, hold keys.
Representatives of all the wise ancient cultures hold the living memory of their knowledge
and wisdom here as do those of the spirits of all
animals and birds and those of the elemental
and nature kingdoms. Every species of animal,
bird, tree, flower, fungus or elemental is found
here whether or not it is extinct on the surface.
The Golden Key in Sirius
The universal keys held here are quite different from those held in Hollow Earth. I was fascinated with the key to Time and Speed, Sonic
sounds, the Cosmic Heart and the alchemy and
magic of the Spiritual Laws, also many other
cosmic keys.
The Ancient Tibetan Key
I learnt such an incredible amount while writing the book. The information was awesome
and yet somehow familiar. For example, after
the fall of Atlantis one of six great cosmic pyramids was built in Tibet by Zeus, containing the
wisdom of Atlantis. It is linked to the spiritual
aspect of Sirius. The pyramid has now been
destroyed completely but is still energetically
active. There is a passage to Hollow Earth from
here and this leads into a Library within the
Great Pyramid of Hollow Earth. Here is stored
the information about the White Brotherhood,
the secrets of peace and eternal life, which is
one of the Keys.
In The Keys to the Universe we offer information about The Great White Brotherhood and
how to activate the key to connect with their
wisdom. They worked with the unicorns for
when you connect with them it enables every
cell in your body to relax – and that is the key
to perfect health and eternal life. The colour of
the key held by the ancient Tibetans is white
and the sound is sacred chanting.
I will share more about different keys in future
articles.

Angel Awareness Day is on 10.10.10 at the Friends
Meeting House Euston and Diana will be launching
The Keys to the Universe.
Contact Rosemary : 07775 854640
Email: rosemary@celestiallighthealers.com
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SALE – SACRED CONNECTIONS
THE ANGEL EXPERIENCE
Hazel Raven

save
41%!

Whether you are a beginner or have been
exploring your connection with the angelic
kingdom for some time, The Angel
Experience – and its accompanying CD of
meditations read by Lorelei King, with inspirational music to help you connect with the
angelic realm – provide a personalized, pracFree
tical, direct experience of the profound wisCD!
dom that can be yours when you connect with your angels. Going
far beyond a reference guide, this book acts as a personal tutor, leading you through key ideas and concepts via inspirational and practical,
holistic, hands-on exercises and rituals – with the intention that it’s just
like attending an angel seminar. Hazel Raven will guide you through the
angelic realm of love, light and healing so that you can open your mind
and heart to the celestial worlds and experience the exciting, lifechanging and often heart-warming energies of the angels.

save
40%!

336pp, 130mm x 197mm, softback, 2010, RRP £6.99
Code: 201009 Cygnus Price £4.20

WATCHING OVER US
James Van Praagh

save
40%!

232pp, 134mm x 214mm, softback, 2010, RRP £9.99
Code: 201010 Cygnus Price £5.99

98pp, 130mm x 200mm, illus. in colour, softback, 2010, RRP £6.99
Code: 200621 Cygnus Price £4.99 £4.20

save
40%!

THE DIVINE NAME
Jonathan Goldman

What if there were a technique for sounding the personal name of God that could
change the world? In this groundbreaking
work, sound-healing pioneer Jonathan
Goldman shares his incredible discovery
of the Divine Name. This sound, encoded
within our DNA, is the personal name of
Free
God, once found in the religious texts that
CD!
link over half the world’s population. Prohibited and then lost for
nearly 2,500 years, the Divine Name is available once again. Learn the
complete story of how the Divine Name came to be rediscovered.
Explore the extraordinary power of sacred vowels, and discover a stepby-step process of vibratory activation that will allow you to experience
the power and majesty of this extraordinary sound for both personal
and planetary healing. Also included is an instructional CD that will help
you learn to intone the Divine Name yourself, enabling you to revel in
its astounding transformational properties.

238pp, 144mm x 162mm, softback + 50min CD, 2010, RRP £11.99
Code: 200613 Cygnus Price £7.49 £7.20

8 Email: info@cygnus-books.co.uk

save
40%!

In Watching Over Us, spiritual medium James
Van Praagh describes how, when people shed
their physical bodies at death, their spiritual
selves see life from a whole new perspective,
and they are eager to share their new-found
knowledge with the living. In witnessing life after
death, James is amazed at how involved the
spirits are in our daily lives, and how much they
care. This is a ‘life manual with a difference’, full
of wisdom from the Other Side to help us grasp
the power we have in the ‘now’, to take responsibility for our thoughts and actions, to convert conflict into peace, correcting mistakes, even turning our grief into accomplishment. Watching
Over Us is brimming with stories that show how keen the spirits are to
help us learn from their mistakes, so we can avoid the traps that caught
them out on earth.

How wonderful would it be to release negative
belief patterns effortlessly? How incredible
would it feel if we could respond to any situation from a space of grace, ease, flow and
love? This is our natural state we are told in
The Blueprint of Oneness. Jesus and Mary
activated this ‘Blueprint’ from within, Moses did,
Buddha did, and now you can too, using the
guidance of Master Saint Germain, as channelled by Ashamarae McNamara. Saint
Germain guides us through a direct inner experience to receive and
realize his teachings. He invites you to serve all and love all, be love in
action and allow love to flow. As you choose to be love in action you
bring forth Source in and through you. By following the information in
The Blueprint of Oneness you will assist the world in anchoring a
wave of light of a magnitude that hasn’t been experienced before.
SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘The Angel Experience’ &
‘The Blueprint of Oneness’ together for £11.35

THE DAEMON: A GUIDE TO YOUR
EXTRAORDINARY SECRET SELF
Anthony Peake

In The Daemon Anthony Peake expands upon
the proposition that all consciously aware beings
consist of not one but two separate consciousnesses – everyday consciousness and that of
The Daemon, a higher being that seems to possess knowledge of future events, inhabiting a
different world of cognition and perception.
Peake explains his understanding that the
Daemon’s memories are carried over from previous lives, whereas the everyday self, the Eidolon has no pre-life memory. Occasionally old memories break through as deja vu, and under certain circumstances the Daemon can provide guidance, warning the
Eidolon of potential danger. Welcome to the exploration of a secret that
is part of all the great esoteric traditions – that the human being is a
binary, not a unitary, intelligence.

256pp, 142mm x 167mm, illus. in colour, softback + 35min CD, 2010, RRP £12.99
Code: 200618 Cygnus Price £7.65

THE BLUEPRINT OF ONENESS
Ashamarae McNamara

MYSTERIES OF OUR EXISTENCE

save
41%!

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘The Daemon’ &
‘Watching Over Us’ together for £9.19

MYSTERY OF THE WHITE LIONS
Linda Tucker

Linda Tucker was rescued from an angry pride of
white lions by an indigenous Shangaan medicine
woman, Maria Khosa, who was also known as
‘the Lion Queen of Timbavati’. Subsequently, she
returned to Africa to make sense of this bizarre
and miraculous intervention. Maria became her
shaman teacher, as she embarked on an extraordinary journey to discover the profound mystery
behind the so-called Children of the Sun God, the
White Lions of Timbavati – the most sacred and
mysterious animals alive today. This is a mystical journey into the knowledge and ceremonies of Old Africa, in which humans and lions are able to
cross the species barrier – in accordance with the most guarded secrets
of Ancient Egypt and humankind’s greatest riddle, the sphinx. It is also a
real living journey. Shamans believe that killing a lion-sun god is the ultimate sacrilege, and that how we treat such precious symbols of God in
nature may determine how nature treats the human species. Linda’s experiences show a legend unfolding in our extraordinary times.

334pp, 156mm x 234mm, illus. in colour, softback, 2010, RRP £12.99
Code: 200711 Cygnus Price £7.65

Please note that the books and articles included in the Cygnus Review don’t
necessarily reflect the thoughts and beliefs of the editors. They are chosen
because of the broad variety of interests of our readers.

CHRIS THOMAS

Those of us who have a more ‘alternative’
view of world events are receiving increasingly confusing stories of who we are and
just what is the purpose of life on this wonderful planet of ours; all of this confusion
being centred round the dates of 2011 and
2012.
Over the past few years, I have taken
delivery of a growing number of letters and
emails and had conversations with people
who are becoming progressively more confused over information they have received,
from numerous sources, about a race who
call themselves ‘Annunaki’. All of this information claims that we are somehow
‘Ascending’, somewhere unspecified,
where we will magically transport ourselves
to a ‘Fifth Dimension’.
How do we make the leap?
Deep down, we all know we are here on
Earth for a reason but, at our current level
of consciousness, can’t quite grasp the
details of our story. We ‘know’ that we are
changing, we also ‘know’ that, as a race,
we are set to make a huge leap in consciousness awareness – but how? This is
where the confusion arises – how do we
achieve what we know we should be
achieving, as there do not appear to be
any guidelines? This lack of known direction is creating a void, a lack of certainty,
which is proving to be very unsettling.
The problem is that all of this discussion
about ‘Ascension’ has its attractions but,
with that sense of attraction, also comes
confusion. This has arisen because, while
we know we should be on our amazing
Earth, at the same time this offer of
‘Ascension’ suggests that we might be able
to achieve ‘a raised consciousness’ by
leaving the planet, but without solving any
of the problems we have generated.
Into this void has arisen a story which, on
the face of it, has many attractions. Here
we have an alien race that claim to be our
makers and who have returned to Earth, at
this time, to help us through our transition
to a ‘fifth dimension’. These claims centre
round a ‘Galactic Committee’, of varying
names and descriptions, who control a
large fleet of space-ships, under the control of ‘Ashtar Command’, that are arriving
in our solar system with the intention of
transporting us off the planet.
Leaving our troubles behind
This ‘Annunaki Plan’ is seductive, offering
to take care of all our troubles for us: we
(humans) are taken off the planet and so
we no longer need to worry about global

warming, nuclear weapons, pollution, overpopulation and food shortages – we wouldn’t have to deal with those kinds of problems, these kind aliens will sort all of that
out for us.
But... Having read a great deal of the
information these aliens are channelling,
nowhere do they state where they are
meant to be taking us. Somehow or other,
‘Ascending to a fifth dimension’ is meant to
solve all of our problems, cure all of our ills
and lead us into a future where all will be
‘beyond our wildest dreams’. However,
wherever these aliens take us to, it will not
be on Earth. These aliens also state that

THE ANNUNAKI
PLAN? OR THE
HUMAN PLAN?
Chris Thomas

Being faced with a
choice can always
appear daunting,
especially if we are
not too sure what
our choices are, or
even the fact that a choice has to be
made. Do we stay on Earth and become a
‘complete human being’, the soul fully
integrated into the physical body and
regain our full psychic potential, or do we
travel away from Earth to a place where
we can ‘ascend to a fifth dimension’?
Chris Thomas clarifies the question by
explaining just what our choices are, how
they have arisen and the implications and
repercussions of the two alternatives. This
is the choice that 2012 is all about. The
Annunaki Plan? or The Human Plan? is
a précis of human history, as recorded in
the Akashic, with an emphasis on recent
history, current events, and the real significance of 2012 as the end of a cycle.

80pp, 148mm x 210mm, softback, 2010, RRP £6.50

Code: 201011 Cygnus Price £5.40

they created humans to be a race
enslaved to the Annunaki. This enslavement should also be taken into account
when we consider this ‘Annunaki Plan’.
The alternative
My own viewpoint is that, having
researched and written about human history, as recorded in the Akashic, for the past
thirty years or so, there is an alternative to
this alien ‘Annunaki Plan’.
Firstly, we are not a slave race. When we
were first created, we freely chose to come
to Earth to explore a request made by the
Creator – is human life possible? This is

Post to: Cygnus, PO Box 15, Llandeilo, SA19 6YX

Confusion?

our purpose on Earth, there is no other.
Secondly, we are close to answering the
Creator’s question. This is what the dates
of 2011 and 2012 are about: the completion of ‘The Human Plan’, the completion
of the Creator’s quest for an answer. Given
we are so close to answering the Creator’s
question, why would we want to leave the
Earth? The answer: we don’t; if we leave
the Earth, we fail in our chosen task and
the repercussions of abandoning our Earth
will send shock-waves through the whole
Universe.
This is my purpose for writing The
Annunaki Plan? or The Human Plan?, to
try and clarify what our choices are – it is
our choice to make. Do we abandon the
Earth and travel to an unknown destination
and unknown future with an alien race who
claim to have ‘created’ humans as their
slaves? Or do we stay on Earth and complete the task we set ourselves on the
Creator’s behalf and create for ourselves a
human future without limits?
Answering the Creator’s question
Once we have answered the Creator’s
question, we bring to ourselves all of the
answers that we need to resolve all of the
problems there are on Earth – we can
save ourselves and the planet with this
one act of completion. Abandoning the
Earth means that we leave the Creator’s
question unanswered.
To try and clarify this confusion over the
‘fifth dimension’. As someone who has
worked with the energies of the human
body for over thirty years (as a psychic
surgeon), my experience has taught me
that the body contains a surprising amount
of energy (around 12 dimensions) – try
applying Einstein’s E=mc2 equation to the
body and you will see what I mean. The
‘fifth dimension’ actually relates to the third
chakra, about navel level. I am sure we
would all agree that ‘Ascending’ to your
navel is not a major step forwards in
human evolution!
©2010, Chris Thomas

Email newsletter

If you’d like to keep in touch with extra
news, articles and special offers from
Cygnus, you can request our
regular email newsletters.
To receive them, all you need to do
is make sure we have
your email address.
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SALE – SPIRITUALITY

MARY MAGDALENE, BELOVED
DISCIPLE Clysta Kinstler

What was Mary Magdalene’s true identity?
Could she have been secretly married to
Jesus? Clysta Kinstler has researched these
questions in depth and has woven her findings into this beautifully written novel that
restores women and the Divine Feminine to
their rightful place in the unfolding of the
Christ Mystery. Told movingly through Mary’s
eyes, this powerful tale blends together illuminating insights into the Heiros Gamos or
Half
Sacred Marriage, the ritual re-enactment of
price!
the story of Isis and Osiris. Mary is representative of the goddess
on Earth, bringing us forth and taking us back to herself, in Love.

save
42%!

334pp, 138mm x 216mm, softback, 2005, RRP £9.95
Code: 151103 Cygnus Price £4.99

CYGNUS MEMBERS’ COMMENTS: PICK OF THE MONTH

save
40%!

THE SOURCE OF MIRACLES
Kathleen McGowan

In The Source of Miracles, Kathleen
McGowan describes the transformative power
of the Lord’s Prayer and the secret of the Rose
with Six Petals – a shape at the centre of the
mosaic labyrinth in the Cathedral of Notre
Dame, Chartres. Each petal offers a teaching
found within the prayer and is the map to discovering the real secret to an abundant, joyous
and fulfilled life. For each of these – faith, surrender, service, abundance, forgiveness, obstacles, and love –
Kathleen presents a series of questions, meditations and affirmations
designed to help you dig deep into your heart and soul. Combining her
own story and her rose formula, she offers you a unique spiritual practice to transform your life through the power of the Lord’s Prayer.
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224pp, 144mm x 240mm, hardback, 2009, RRP £10.99
Code: 191107 Cygnus Price £6.59

Order line: 01558 825 500

save
49%!

Filled with fascinating new discoveries, David
Hamilton’s latest book shows how positive states
of kindness, compassion and gratitude can have
a dramatic impact on your health and well-being.
When we’re kind, it seems, our bodies are at their
healthiest, and we’re actually genetically wired to
be kind. In this groundbreaking book, David
Hamilton describes new scientific research that
proves kindness can have a positive impact on
the heart and immune system, and can extend
our lifespan. Acts of kindness may even be an antidote to depression,
whilst gratitude can make you happier. This unique book blends the
research with inspirational real life examples of kindness from ordinary
people. It includes short exercises, as well as suggestions for healing or
improving your relationships, increasing your social connectedness and
being able to forgive. Discover how taking the time to make a difference
can transform not only your health – but in the process, your whole world.

Half
price!

288pp, 153mm x 234mm, softback, 2007, RRP £10.99
Code: 170208 Cygnus Price £6.59 £5.50

Adapted from an ancient Hawaiian system, Self
I-Dentity Ho’oponopono is a breakthrough selfimprovement approach that helps you clear your
mind of subconscious obstacles that block your
path, freeing your mind to receive Divine inspiration and find new and unexpected ways to live in
abundance. Joe Vitale teams up with Dr
Ihaleakala Hew Len, master teacher of modern
Ho’oponopono, to show you how to attain health,
peace, happiness and wealth. They guide you
through the system’s exquisitely simple and effective therapeutic practices, with a healing prayer and these four statements to say over and
over, addressing them to the Divine: ‘I love you’, ‘I’m sorry’, ‘Please forgive me’ and ‘Thank you’. And so you come to take responsibility for
everything that touches your life, knowing that even the problems that
seem to belong to others are, in fact, yours to heal, because the way to
healing and changing them is found through healing and loving yourself.

WHY KINDNESS IS GOOD FOR YOU
David Hamilton

The writer of the month’s best book review or comment will receive a £10
Cygnus voucher. Visit www.cygnus-books.co.uk, go to the book, click
on the ‘Reviews’ tab to read or add reviews, or send your book reviews by
post. Maximum 160 words, and they must be of books that we stock.

Inspired by the Tao Te Ching, this is Byron Katie’s
inspiring and pragmatic approach to achieving an
awakened mind and living more simply and profoundly. Using the template of the 81 chapters of
the Tao Te Ching she talks about her own experience of living in harmony with the way things are,
and how suffering can be relieved by questioning
the thoughts that create it. Many people believe
that although enlightenment was attainable thousands of years ago by a few great saints or ascetics, such a state is out of reach of anyone living in the modern world, let
alone themselves. This book has the ability to change that belief. Katie’s
comments on life, and how to live it, are profound, vibrant and crystal
clear, and all rooted in the familiar circumstances of everyday life.

ZERO LIMITS
Joe Vitale & Ihaleakala Hew Len

256pp, 152mm x 229mm, softback, 2010, RRP £11.99
Cygnus Book Club exclusive edition, Code: 200609 Cygnus Price £6.99

‘This is an excellent story, very well written. It is one of the few
books I have read recently that I really enjoyed, and I did not read
any other book at the same time, which is my usual habit. Just
couldn’t wait for the next bit of the story...’ Gemma Ryan

A THOUSAND NAMES FOR JOY
Byron Katie with Stephen Mitchell

SALE – PERSONAL GROWTH

304pp, 135mm x 215mm, softback, 2010, RRP £9.99
Code: 200301 Cygnus Price £5.08

save
40%!

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘Zero Limits’ &
‘Why Kindness is Good For You’ together for £11.57

WAKING UP IN TIME Peter Russell

Can we wake up in time? Exploring human evolution from both scientific and mystical points of
view, Peter Russell shows beyond any doubt that
we are standing on the threshold of a major leap
in our evolution. This leap, he says, could be as
significant as the emergence of life itself, and at
its core is a spiritual renaissance. We are being
called to put into practice the perennial wisdom of
the ages, and only through such a major shift in
consciousness will we be able to manage successfully the awesome global crises now facing
us. Like every species when faced with deep challenge, we must evolve
to survive. We must metamorphose into a species truly worthy of the
name ‘wise’, a species no longer fettered by self-centredness, or by outdated attitudes and beliefs. How? This book will provide you with much
valuable food for thought, and will inspire you with the courage and perseverance you need to make your own personal evolution a reality.

226pp, 152mm x 228mm, illus. in b&w, softback, 2009, RRP £9.99
Code: 190302 Cygnus Price £5.99

Query line: 01558 825 503

CHUANG TZU

Tzu Chi leaned
against an armrest.
Looking towards
heaven he
breathed deeply
and slowly, seeming to lose all sense
of self. It seemed
as though time had
stopped and he
was floating freely
in the firmament.
His friend, Yen
Cheng, said to himself, ‘What is going on here?
I see before me Tzu Chi, yet he is not the person I have known. It seems as though his body
has become as wood or as a withered log, it is
so still. And, listening to him breathing and
watching, his sight on so far a distance, it
seems to me as though his heart has turned to
ashes. How is this possible?’
save
Later, when Tzu Chi was done with his 40%!
meditation, Yen Cheng questioned him
about this. ‘Yes,’ answered Tzu Chi, ‘your
question is a good one. Indeed, when I
meditate like that it is as though I lose all
sense of myself completely. Can you
understand this?
‘For most people it can be compared to
hearing the music of people yet not being
able to hear the music of the earth. Or it
is like hearing the music of the earth but
not being able to hear the music of the
heavens.’
‘Please tell me more,’ asked Yen Cheng.
The forest sings
‘Well,’ said his friend, ‘it is like this. When the
Great Clump of the Earth emits a vaporous
breath we name it ‘the wind.’ As long as it is
still, we hear nothing. Then, once this wind
begins to blow, all the hollows of the earth
begin to sing and moan and bellow forth. In the
mountains there are all sorts of clefts and hollow spaces that the wind blows into and many
kinds of sound come flying out.
‘And deep within the forest there are great
and ancient trees whose limbs scrape against
each other, and whose trunks also have hollows that the wind plays like a great horn, and
all sorts of moans and creaks and scraping
sounds come forth.
‘It is as though these mountains and these
forests have mouths to sing with, as well as
noses and ears. There seem to be bowls, and
holes, cups and mortars, puddles and pools.
‘As the wind rushes over them we hear the
sounds of screams and screeches, moans and
groans, shouting, laughing, crying. At times it
seems as though we can hear the cries of battle, the yelling of orders, the rumble of horses’
hooves, the cries of the wounded and dying.
We can hear the whizzing of arrows overhead
and the clanging of swords crashing together.
‘At other times it seems as though the wind in
the front is crying out to the wind behind, which

The Music of the Earth

answers ‘woooo.’ When the wind is soft there is
a soft reply and when it roars and blows fiercely
there is a great roaring back.
‘And then, when the wind dies down, the
sounds all stop and the mountains and the forest are quiet again, though the very rocks and
leaves of the trees seem to vibrate softly, with
the memory of that mighty wind.’
Tzu Chi stopped here and looked at his
friend, who sat before him, so moved and filled
with the images Tzu Chi had been describing
that he thought he could still hear the amazing
sounds of the vast mountains, and the ancient
and endless forests.
‘If I understand you then,’ said Yen Cheng,
‘what you have been describing is the music of
the earth. I think that what you mean by the
music of the people is the sound of the bamboo
flutes that are played at festivals and ceremonies.
What then, is the music of the heavens?’

THE INNER CHAPTERS
Chuang Tzu, translation
& commentary by
Solala Towler

The Inner Chapters is a
beautiful new translation
and commentary on one of
the best known and loved
Taoist texts. Chuang Tzu
stands alongside Lao Tzu
(author of the Tao Te
Ching) as a founding father of Taoism, and
The Inner Chapters date to the 4th century
BC. The book is full of fantastic tales: of a
gigantic fish that becomes a bird; a magical
being who lives in the mountains and rides
on cloud carts pulled by dragons; a student
of Confucius who attains the great learning
of ‘sitting and forgetting’; and many more.
Interspersed with these stories is advice and
guidance on every aspect of life – including
death. Solala Towler’s presentation shows
Chuang Tzu’s writings are not only deeply
spiritual and wise, championing our right to
live our own lives in a simple, straightforward
fashion, but also full of puns, riddles and outright jokes. The photographs, many of which
are Solala Towler’s own, capture the atmosphere of the peacefulness and tranquillity of
ancient China as perceived in Zen.

192pp, 195mm x 275mm, illus. in b&w, softback,
2010, RRP £14.99
Code: 201012 Cygnus Price £8.99

‘Ah,’ said Tzu Chi, ‘perhaps we can think of
the music of the heavens as that force that
allows the ten thousand beings to each put
forth their own music, without interference from
above. These sounds – each comes forth on its
own, because it is in its nature to do so. They
do not need to be ordered or to be inspired to
do so. It is their true nature to do so and so
they do.’

FREE POSTAGE on UK orders of £25 or more!

Commentary
When Yen Cheng sees his friend meditating,
it seems to him that ‘his body has become as
wood or as a withered log, it is so still.’ This
bewilders him, and his friend seems to be
another person entirely.
When Tzu Chi comes out of his trance, Yen
Cheng asked him how this could be. ‘Yes,’ says
Tzu Chi, ‘when I meditate like that it is as
though I lose all sense of myself completely.’
But when asked to explain just what that means
he says that, while most people are familiar with
the music of people, very few understand the
music of the earth and fewer still understand the
music of heaven. What can he mean by this?
The music of the earth, he tells us, comes
from the wind moving through spaces and hollows of the earth, and also from deep in the forest where the trees themselves move and
dance and emit strange sounds. Sometimes
one can even hear the sounds of battle.
Sometimes the wind calls out to itself and,
when it is done, the very rocks and leaves still
vibrate softly, as if they can still hear the
sounds that have poured forth in the wind.
Yen Cheng is transfixed and feels he can
hear the music of the earth all around him.
Once, while hiking in the Yellow Mountains in
China, I sat by the side of the trail and listened
to the sound of the wind whispering through the
trees. It was a foggy day and there were very
few people out on the trail; for much of the time
I was alone, a very rare experience in China! I
could see only a small way before me and
when I stopped and sat by the trail and
watched the tops of the trees swaying in the
breeze, I could hear the music of the earth that
Chuang Tzu talks about here.
Yen Cheng asks about the music of heaven,
he is told that it is ‘that force that allows the ten
thousand beings to each put forth their own
music.’ The term wan wu is usually translated
as ten thousand things. What it actually means
is all life in the world or the material plane. I like
to translate it as ten thousand beings, as that
phrase denotes all the myriad forms of life on
our planet, from rocks to plants to animals to
people and everything in between.
Again we are told that in the natural cycle of
the Tao, all life expresses itself in its own natural and unique fashion. It does not need to be
ordered to do so, it just does.
Being natural is the highest goal of Taoist philosophy. The goal of Taoist spiritual cultivation
is to rediscover our own authentic nature. The
Chinese term for sage or enlightened one is
zhen ren, which means authentic person. It can
also be translated as realized person. To discover or uncover our own authentic nature is to
realize our true, eternal self. Once we discover
our true nature, we are naturally true to it. It
does not have to be orchestrated from above.
From The Inner Chapters, ©2010 Chuang Tzu
translation & commentary by Solala Towler,
published by Watkins.
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WILLIAM BLOOM

Many of us experience moments of
awakening and make
crucial life decisions
when we realise that
the way in which we
are living is not right.
One of my own pivotal decisions was in
my thirties, when I left teaching in a university to work in a deprived inner city area with
students with learning difficulties. Teaching in
a university was good for my head, but not
for my heart. I stayed at the community college in Southwark for almost a decade,
mainly running and tutoring drop-in sessions
for men and women of any age, six- save
teen upwards, who had missed out 40%!
on their schooling and wanted to
come back into education. These
sessions brought them up-to-speed
with their literacy and numeracy
skills, built their confidence and selfesteem, and helped to clarify their
next steps.
For most of these students, their
early experience of education had
been disastrous, usually because of
harsh and dysfunctional homes, or
because of their own disruptive and antisocial behaviour. Many came from environments as dangerous, cruel and as marginalized as you will find anywhere. Some were
refugees who had endured rape and torture.
Many of the women were single parents and
many of them had hostile partners who criticized, demeaned and beat them.
Their courage and determination were
inspiring, particularly their powerful instinct to
move forward and create new lives for themselves and their children. These adult students had woken up to their situation. They
knew that they were more than just their
social circumstances and conditioning. They
had a deep sense that they could do better
and be better. They understood how their
backgrounds had made them what they
were and how their own current attitudes
and lifestyles affected them, their families
and their life chances. They were very selfaware about what they were doing and why.
They were determined, realistic and they
had a vision for where they wanted to go.
Vicky’s story
Vicky, for example, was twenty-two years
old with three children, all already in school.
Physically strong, she knew how to fight and
she knew how to hurt. She was tough,
proud, short-fused and ashamed of her low
educational achievements. But inside the
pressure cooker of being a poor single par-
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The Miracle of Awakening

ent, she had woken up to the idea that her
life could have real meaning and that she
had potential to fulfil.
She could not bear to stay the same. It
was intolerable. Her life force, her freedom
of expression and her freedom to emerge
were blocked. In her teens, her life force had
often erupted in destructive anger and violence, but she had come to recognise that
her aggression was not creative.
Something within her consciousness had
woken up. Her self-guidance system was
activated. Sitting in her council home on the
ninth floor of a high-rise, living with and caring for her children, something brewed inside
her over several years. She began to think

THE COMPASSIONATE
MIND Paul Gilbert

In The Compassionate
Mind Paul Gilbert explains
the evolutionary and social
reasons why our brains
react readily to threats –
we live in competitive societies where compassion is
often seen as a weakness.
He finds that our brains
are, thankfully, hardwired
to respond to kindness and compassion
and explores new research that has found
that developing kindness and compassion
for ourselves and others builds our confidence, helps us create better relationships
and promotes health. Far from fostering
emotional weakness, he tells us, developing compassion has also been found to
subdue anger and increase courage and
resilience to depression and anxiety.
Professor Gilbert presents basic mind
training exercises that will help you to
develop feelings of kindness and compassion, and increase your sense of contentment and well-being.

622pp, 128mm x 197mm, softback, 2010, RRP £9.99
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carefully about her options. She researched
what was available and possible in her geographical area. College was the obvious
choice. It was big enough for her to be
anonymous. Anybody seeing her entering
through the front entrance would not know
why she was there; her pride would be protected; she could be attending a pre-university course or an introduction to social work
or tourism management.
Cautiously she took her first steps into my
classes for adults returning to learning. She
began slowly to acclimatize to education and
to the mainstream world. I kept a respectful

distance from her, like horse whispering, and
developed a relationship. Over six months
she brought her reading, writing and computer skills up to speed. Every now and again,
understandable resentment, anger and suspicion would arise in her as she processed
emotional scars and wounding. She
matured, built confidence and calmed. It was
an honour to be part of and to witness her
emergence.
I have many stories like this and so does
every other educator across the world, stories of people who wake up and change their
lives.
The beginning of enlightenment
In the midst of her life’s ongoing crisis,
frustrated by her conditions, Vicky had
woken up. This is one of the most beautiful
miracles of the human psyche — this drive
we have, fuelled by the life force, to wake up
and look, with reason and thoughtfulness, at
our own lives. We all of us have this ability
to back off from our lives, create some mental distance and look at our own behaviour,
emotions and even our way of thinking.
This ability to wake up and watch our own
lives, as if we are detached witnesses, is
one of the core themes of spirituality. Do not
be unconscious. Do not sleepwalk through
life. Wake up. Wake up from ignorance and
illusion. Wake up and be aware of what is
really happening!
In Vicky’s story and in the stories of millions of other men and women who choose
to return to education or make profound life
choices, we can see clear awakening and
mindfulness, even if it is not usually
described as ‘spiritual’. In the midst of
oppressive social circumstances, their own
minds, their own consciousness, wake up
and transcend their psychological, social and
material situations. They are able to look
calmly at themselves. They watch what is
happening in their lives as if they are a witness to their own situation.
This careful watchfulness is what we might
call the beginning of enlightenment. It is a
natural and wonderful aspect of healthy
human development, as we follow our
instinct to grow and fulfil our potential.
What is crucial, though, is that we are able
to steer ourselves forward through all these
processes with a mind that is kind and
understanding, which is why this month I
recommend Paul Gilbert’s book The
Compassionate Mind.
All my love, William
www.williambloom.com
Be my Facebook Friend:
williambloomglastonbury

For our full range of 1200+ titles, visit www.cygnus-books.co.uk

Half
price!

SALE – FOR YOUNG READERS
A CHRISTMAS CAROL
Charles Dickens, illus. P J Lynch

Dickens’ ghostly tale of Ebenezer Scrooge,
first published in 1843, has become as much
a part of Christmas as trees and stockings,
plum pudding and mistletoe. This lavish,
unabridged new edition resonates with the
true spirit of Christmas. It is superbly illustrated by PJ Lynch whose detailed, atmospheric
artwork brings Dickensian London vividly alive.
This is the story of a mean old skinflint who
hates everyone. On a Christmas eve as cold
as his heart, he receives three ghostly visitors
– the spirits of Christmases Past, Present and
Yet to Come. They take him on an amazing
journey of transformation, proving that even
the coldest heart can thaw. Ages: read together 6+, read alone 10+.

160pp, 180mm x 210mm, illus. in colour, softback, 2009, RRP £9.99
Code: 191116 Cygnus Price £4.99

TIGER-TIGER, IS IT TRUE?
Byron Katie & Hans Wilhelm

save
40%!

Tiger-Tiger, Is It True? is a story about a little tiger who thinks that his whole world is
falling apart: his parents don’t love him, his
friends have abandoned him, and life is
unfair. But a wise turtle asks him four questions, and everything changes. He realizes
that all his problems are not caused by
things, but by his thoughts about things; and
that when he questions his thoughts, life
becomes wonderful again. This is a heartwarming story with a powerful message that
can transform the lives of even very young
children. Byron Katie’s wisdom-filled words
and Hans Wilhelm’s vivid, magical illustrations combine to make a book that is sure
to become a favourite. Ages 4-8.

32pp, 238mm x 268mm, illus. in colour, hardback, 2009, RRP £7.99
Code: 191114 Cygnus Price £4.99 £4.80

SPECIAL OFFER: buy ‘A Christmas Carol’ &
‘Tiger-Tiger, Is It True?’ together for £9.29

YOU ARE THE CHANGE
Thomas Hutegger

Thomas Hutegger’s You Are the
Change is full of clear, refreshing ideas
for young adults on finding their own
spiritual path. Hutegger affirms that spirituality doesn’t have to be esoteric, offering support to teenagers as they find
their life’s mission, discovering new
understanding and appreciation for
save
40%!
what’s happening in life. This guidance
can help them to find happiness, fulfillment, purpose, and joy in life, through nurturing an open mind and
willingness to take a fresh look at themselves and the world around
us. He encourages young adults to recognise themselves as the
essential means the Universe uses to cause change – to become
the change. This is the perfect book for anyone just starting out on
his or her spiritual quest.

142pp, 128mm x 198mm, softback, 2010, RRP £6.99
Code: 200513 Cygnus Price £4.99 £4.20
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Cygnus Supporting
Membership
When you become a Cygnus Supporter your
extra financial support really helps to sustain
our business integrity and core values.

Keep the Energy Flowing

Cygnus Supporters contribute a suggested
amount of £12 a year (£15 for overseas
members), which helps towards the cost of
sending the Cygnus Review to you.

If you enjoy reading the Cygnus Review,
like to buy books from us, and would like to
give something back to allow more people
to benefit from life-changing ideas,
Cygnus supporting membership is for you.
Help us to do what we love: to provide
you with information that will inspire
and gladden your heart, and help you
fulfil your own deepest desires.

Supporting Membership Benefits
* three 10% off vouchers to use if you wish
on three orders from Cygnus
* an optional free copy of our Backlist
(lists our full stock of 1200+ titles)
* free p&p on all your orders to your home
address if you live in the UK,
or reduced p&p if you live overseas
(see p&p information on order form)
* and, of course, you are guaranteed to
receive every issue of the Cygnus Review.

Thank you

If you’d like to become a Cygnus Supporter,
just call our Order Line,
0845 456 1577 or 01558 825 500,
use the order form on the back page,
or visit www.cygnus-books.co.uk

Chat Page

Letters and poems from Cygnus members

STAR LETTER:
A Daily Prayer of Thanks

Dear Cygnus Friends,
In this world of uncertainty, wars and
natural disasters, I feel that there is a
growing sense of isolation and
helplessness for many people. They may
think that, with the enormity of these
happenings, it is beyond them to help in
any way. Many are sadly no longer in touch
with personal responsibility or connectivity
to every living creature on this planet. I
believe simplicity is the answer, and
suggest that if people could start each day
with a prayer of thanks and ask for peace
and love in the world, I am sure that we
could all, in our own small way, make a
difference, and collectively make a massive
difference. This is the prayer I say, but

A Blessing
I sing Thy praises oh God, direct from my
heart, expanding my consciousness into the
light of your creation.
In silence now I vibrate to Thy love and
light, which fills my heart to overflowing in
a ring of iridescent beauty, to cascade back
into the oneness of ALL THAT IS
In so doing I connect my essence to
beloved Gaia, as I hold her in the sacred
space of my heart, as I come to the inner
stillness and place of power of who I AM
In love and light, Ginny Edwards
Time Out
In stillness
is the greatest distance travelled.
In silence
does the one true voice resound.
Sightless
we discern with crystal vision
the Guiding Light –
the Love – in which we’re found.
With love, Diane Melanie

Signs and Comfort from Nature
I recently went with my nine-year-old
daughter to visit the grave of someone who,
even though we never had a chance to get to
know her, is very dear to us. Although my
daughter is understanding and we have had
chats about how to cope with death, it’s not
always easy. And she does still get upset. It’s
just part of natural human emotion.
This latest visit she was quite upset, but
there was something rather special that
helped her cope. We noticed loads of
ladybirds on the grass around the grave. So
we talked about them being there to bring
us messages from Jane. And so we could
send messages to her, too.
My daughter learned to cope with Jane’s
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people could use their own words, as it is
the intention that matters. If we could say
a prayer daily, maybe on awakening, or say
it on the train or bus, going to work...
Just a minute of time every day is all the
world asks of you!
Dear... (whoever your God is)
Thank you for another day – I will live,
love and learn today.
Please send your loving healing light
down to saturate this planet and fill every
living creature with your love and peace.
Send light down to where there is
darkness, send healing down to where
there is pain and love to where there is
hatred. I offer myself to you today as a
channel for your love. Thank you.
What do you think?
With love and peace to you all,
Madeline Elliot

To My Daughter, at 50
I want to put a world upon a page
Without slick sentiment, or worthy ways
And show some simple progress of your age,
Though separate now, and separate spend
our days.

Your raising, from the start, easy as breath,
Your living in your world, my thing of pride.
Your clarity of purpose, strength and health
Eases my looming pain, as paths divide.
The subtle trail of loss that still connects
Opens a path to you I can be taking
And share your being. It affects
Closeness of spirit, there since your early
waking.

Put all you are into the least you do,
Your common practice, which I know you use,
Governed by fire, by change, a Leo true,
Courage, expansion, these you cannot lose.
So on this echoing-day of your own birth
I send you Blessings, and yet more than you,
For Blessed Be all those around your hearth,
Those who have loved you, taught, restored
anew.

Blessed Be those who’ve touched your life
with grace,
And lent you lift each time ideas took flight.
May luck and love and learning interlace,
But Blessed be you, who showed my soul
delight.
Shirley Molesworth

Janet Baxter

death by associating fairies and rabbits with
her. The grave sits under a beautiful large
tree, and we often look up into it, imagining
she is there, fluttering about. The ladybirds
were a huge comfort, not only to my
daughter but to me as well.
I often find symbols, signs, messages – or
whatever you choose to call them – are a
great help in finding comfort,
understanding, or simply a calm feeling
inside. Another special association for me is
every time I see a rainbow: it’s more than
just beauty, it’s a warm feeling I get, as if
those I miss are present. It’s like a message
being sent that everything is fine.

We have also had a seagull visiting us
regularly in our garden. We called it
Jonathan, naming him after the star of one
of our favourite books, (Ed: ours too –
Jonathan Livingston Seagull, 101037) and I do
believe he is there to tell me something,
even if I can’t hear it just yet.
Janet Peverley

The Holy Well
Beneath crooked hawthorns
shaped by Atlantic gales,
from ancient stone
its water beckons.
She kneels,
hands cupped to drink.
Absorbing its energy,
with veiled tears
amidst hushed whisperings
of renewal and healing,
she listens,
uplifted,
and knows.
Brenda Briggs

THE WRITER OF OUR ‘STAR’ LETTER OR
POEM WILL RECEIVE A £10 VOUCHER. WHY
NOT WRITE TO YOUR CYGNUS FRIENDS?
Write about whatever inspires you. If you have
an insight, experience or poem, please write it
down in NOT MORE THAN 250 WORDS (or, if
it is a poem, in NOT MORE THAN 24 LINES)
and send it by post or email. If you send it by
email, to info@cygnus-books.co.uk, please
include ‘Chat Page’ in the subject line, dropping
your text into the body of the email.
IF YOUR CONTRIBUTION IS PUBLISHED ON
THIS PAGE, OR ON OUR WEBSITE, YOU
WILL RECEIVE A £5 CYGNUS VOUCHER

Post to: Cygnus, PO Box 15, Llandeilo SA19 6YX

CYGNUS EVENTS DIARY 2010
Sun 10th
October
Sat 16th
October

Cygnus will have a stand at the following events

MANIFEST YOUR DESTINY in the land of Power and
Influence. Newton House, Llandeilo. Tickets from £67.
For further information and to book your place go to
http://manifestyourdestiny.eventbrite.com

ARIELLE ESSEX - The Practical Miracles Method
The Rembrant Hotel, 11 Thurloe Place, Knightsbridge,
London SW7 2RS. 10.30am - 5.30pm Tickets £65/£40 concs.
Contact: info@practicalmiracles.com or ring
020 7622 4670
Fri 22nd & AN EVENING WITH ECKHART TOLLE
Sat 23rd
Central Hall Westminster, Storey’s Gate, London SW1H 9NH.
October
8.00pm Tickets £65/£55/£50. For further information and
to book, call 0800 404 7326 or visit www.seminars.ie
Sat 23rd
KIM ENG - PRESENCE THROUGH MOVEMENT
October
Hammersmith Town Hall, King Street, Hammersmith W6 9JU
10.00am - 4.00pm, £75.00. For further information and to
book, call 0800 404 7326 or visit www.seminars.ie
Sat 30th
SASHA ALLENBY - MATRIX REIMPRINTING
October
The Rembrant Hotel, 11 Thurloe Place, Knightsbridge,
London SW7 2RS.10.30am - 5.30pm Tickets £65/£40
concs. For further information and to book, email:
reception@matrixreimprintingcourses.com
or call 0800 756 9787

Spiritual Awakening Workshops

In today’s stressful materialistic world we can sometimes
lose touch with ourselves and our own Spirituality.
These workshops will help you discover what it is
you need for your own personal journey,
in a relaxed, friendly and safe environment.

Self Discovery - 27th November 2010
Learning to Listen to the Whispers of
Your Soul - 6th November 2010
For more information visit

www.cranio-sacraltherapypreston.co.uk
or call 01772 860716
Angel Awareness Day - 10th October 2010
The theme this year is

Keys to the Universe - Angels Heal the World

Celebrate the love and joy of Angels with Diana Cooper School.
Events running throughout the world!
Visit dianacooperschool.com
for information on what’s happening near you.

DREAM BOTANICALS: Handmade Soaps and Balms
We believe in: Rain – for great soap and life itself
Botanicals – green wisdom in every balm
Beauty – smooth skin, and inner calm
To find out more, call 01249 445446 or visit

www.dreambotanicals.co.uk

Add a splash of colour to your advert!
For more information about our full-colour box adverts,
and our entire range of advertising services, visit

www.cygnus-books.co.uk
or call Carol on 0845 456 1571

PRACTICAL WISDOM SEMINARS

Connecting with your deeper purpose Explore consciousness,
synchronicity and the law of attraction and how you can apply the
key principles of success in your life.

With David Lorimer Info: david.lorimer@btconnect.com
www.practicalwisdom.org.uk

ASTROLOGY - with a difference!

KARMIC ASTROLOGY focuses on the spiritual purpose of your life and
understanding your soul lessons. This fascinating and comprehensive
interpretation of your birth chart brings greater self-knowledge and
empowerment. Only £35 (min 35 pages). UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT

visit: www.karmicastrologyreports.com
contact: rainbowsend@talktalk.net. Tel: 01522 589148

ARE YOU STRESSED, ANXIOUS OR DEPRESSED?
THEN THE MACE ENERGY METHOD
MAY BE FOR YOU.
Mace Energy Method (MEM) is one of the most effective
methods of clearing these conditions and leaves you
feeling happier and more positive in your day to day life.
MEM is effective rapidly without the need to talk about
your own experiences or distressing traumatic events.
Sessions can be by phone, Skype or face to face.

Please contact Steve on 01305 829862
www.healthierhorizons.co.uk

STARS AND STONES
WINTER FORUM

Considering our origins, the ancient landscape, the heavens,
the dawn of agriculture, and our place in the cosmos.

Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk
12th to 14th November 2010

Three days of lectures, networking, socialising,
music and forums in a magical rural location.

Robert Temple • Paul Devereux
Anthony Thorley • Celia Gunn • Greg Sams
Lucy Wyatt • Clare Hedin • Robin Herne

Full details about the speakers and their subjects available
on the website • Tickets weekend £60, single day £35
• Delicious on-site catering • Camping facilities on site

Booking enquiries: 01284 750266,
info@starsandstonesforum.net

Cheques payable to Rougham Conferences to:
26 Barwell Road, Bury St Edmunds, IP33 1AF.
Please include a S.A.E. for timetable, directions,
local accommodation, B&Bs, and tickets.

www.starsandstonesforum.net

Spring Forum 15th to 17th April 2011

WHO ARE WE AND WHERE DO WE COME FROM?

Would you like to reach more than 80k readers in one great mailing list? Advertise here!
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HEALING, COACHING & READINGS

ASTROLOGY READINGS by Phone. Helen Stillwell, Dip Psych Astrol.
Professional Astrologer, Transits, Progressed Charts. Relationships, Career,
Personal, Business, Spiritual Guidance. Member of the Association of
Professional Astrologers UK.
Tel 01629 735655 or visit www.inner-horizons.vpweb.co.uk

WANT TO CHANGE YOUR LIFE? Spiritual counsellor offers self empowering,
life changing therapy via the telephone. Cost? A phone call and a donation of
your choice. Contact karenspirit@hotmail.com

SHARRON CAUNCE, Reiki Master Teacher & Psychic Medium. Reiki Treatments
& Tuition, Individual or Group Readings. For more information,
Tel Preston 01772 751796 Email admin@sharroncaunce.co.uk

HONEST AND CARING TAROT & ORACLE CARD READINGS £15.00 plus
optional honesty box; no word limits. Example readings, photos of spreads on
website. To book your reading please visit www.spiritdragon.co.uk

ERIN, GIFTED PSYCHIC & MEDIUM. Telephone readings: messages,
guidance & healing available immediately, day or evening with experienced
reader visit www.erinpsychicandmedium.com Tel. 01239 615299 or
07786 906576

JESSICA - CLAIRVOYANT/MEDIUM. Professional, Experienced - relationships,
career, direction etc. Specialising in mediumship - communicate with loved
ones who have passed over. Telephone readings: £22 per 30 mins/£30 per 45
mins. Also Personal Readings & Party Bookings. Tel: 0117 3737 405
or 07800 929257.

TRANSFORMATIONAL SPIRITUAL HEALING alleviates deep, painful physical, psychological and relationship problems (many of which other therapies are
unable to resolve) at source. Jane Houseago MIPTI, BCMA (Ind.)
Tel: (+44) 07905 888843
HEART CENTRED Channelled Guidance, Soul Lessons & Vibrational Work
increasing your awareness of Now. Assisting you in creating your highest vision.
International readings & transformational coaching by telephone and ‘chat’.
email: readings@lovingvoice.com or visit www.lovingvoice.com
COMPANION ANIMAL LOSS LISTENING LINE (CALLL) Christine cares and
truly understands the pain of pet loss. She is fully trained in pet bereavement.
Calll 0115 840 2737 email:calllchris@ntlworld.com visit www.calll.co.uk

ASTROLOGICAL CHILD PROFILE: Beautifully presented in a luxury silver
hardback cover, this 45 plus page detailed report is a wonderful gift. It will help
all parents to understand their children better and make more suitable choices
for them as they develop. Tel: 01540 661828

EVER FELT YOUR ISSUE ISN’T ACTUALLY YOURS? Nikki Wyatt, The Karma
Coach, helps release ancestral issues. Karmic Flower and Crystal Essences.
Learn your soul gifts with a FREE soul flower reading available at:
www.spiritoftransformation.com

CHANNELLED READINGS AND MEDIUMSHIP: Phone sessions densely
packed with clear, acurate, ‘Waffle free’ information, pointers to your growth
and development and healing messages from family, pets, loved ones. Corinne
Jeffrey Tel 01264 791 071/441264791071

ENERGETIC MEDICINE for acute and chronic conditions – including
degenerative diseases, nervous system disorders and emotional healing
30+ years experience of healing, teaching and counselling.
Silvia Martin TSBMS, MAMP (Mexico) Tel: 07939 128025

PROFESSIONAL ON LINE AUDIO AURA READINGS & HEALINGS:
Clairvoyant guidance on energetic health, physical, emotional, mental and
spiritual plus crystal recommendations to rectify imbalances. OUTSTANDING
RESULTS! Visit www.britishacademyofcrystalhealing.co.uk/treatments.html
INTERNATIONAL CLAIRVOYANT JENI COUSINS. Accurate phone and past
life readings to answer questions with clarity to guide you on the right path to
find peace within your soul. www.soulworkwithjeni.com Tel 0289 1465987
ATLANTEAN STARCODE ACTIVATIONS: clears all karma, all blockages, all
physical, mental, emotional, spiritual; activates your 12 strand DNA, restoring
your Divine Blueprint. 1st activation free, rest by donation.
Email kia.lester@hotmail.co.uk. Tel 0116 2760608.
JANET - NATURAL INTUITIVE, Detailed in-depth readings plus healing
crystal. Send details, questions, DOB & photo (returnable) plus £25 cheque
payable to J. Norton, 25 Laurel Road, Armthorpe, Doncaster DN3 2ES.

SEEKING ACCOMMODATION
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Wanting accommodation: Cosy, light and peaceful living space wanted to
rent. Will consider live-in work. Wales preferred. Other areas considered.
Contact Vicky on 01257 474017 or 07706 374236.

IMPORTANT NOTE. We cannot check the authenticity of all the adverts that appear in our Noticeboard, and their inclusion does not imply endorsement by,
or reflect the views or opinions of the editor of the Cygnus Review. Readers should make their own thorough checks of any advert to which they respond.

RETREATS, B&B & HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

VEGIVENTURES. Holidays, tours and short breaks in Britain, Turkey, Peru,
Caribbean and Guatemala. Great vegetarian/vegan food, small friendly groups,
environment oriented. Tel. 01760 755888 ; holidays@vegiventures.com
visit www.vegiventures.com

MAGICAL PEMBROKESHIRE Two idyllic s/c cottages, sleeps 2&5. Four poster.
C.H. wood burners. Fully equipped. Spiritual/Reiki/Seichem/ Healings available
during your stay in these tranquil surroundings. Tel: Pam 01994 419439

LOVELY B&B in Derbyshire Peak District. Interesting old house in quirky
small town. All diets catered (Veggie owners). Stone Circle tours, massage etc.
Highly recommended by guests. Tel. 01629 824258 visit
www.number37wirksworth.co.uk

COMFORTABLE B&B, HAMMERSMITH, LONDON. Central, quiet, close to
river, pubs, restaurants, all attractions. Ideal base holidays, courses, exhibitions,
business. Double/twin/triple £25pppn., Single £36. Tel: Anne/Sohel Armanios
020 7385 4904 visit www.thewaytostay.co.uk
LOVELY, SELF-CONTAINED, ONE FLOOR COTTAGE, nr Bath, Longleat &
Stourhead. Sleeps 4. 48ft lounge, flat screen tv, indoor swimming pool, fishing,
glorious countryside. £100 per day. Tel. 01749 813890 email:
Bradyandbingham@aol.com
CORNWALL HOLIDAY IN BUDE, spacious bungalow, sleeps 5, short walk to
town, wild, beautiful beaches, coastal paths, short drive to Tintagel, Dartmoor.
Available September onwards. Contact Joanna: 07578040159;
email: budeholiday@aol.co.uk.

DISCUSSION WEEKENDS. Different breaks for individuals. Share your wisdom
and challenges, relax, participate or just listen. www.talkingbreaks.co.uk or
write: 249 Leicester Road, Markfield, Leics. LE67 9RH.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE - Retreat/writing space, ensuite room, stunning views,
rural location 8 miles Ledbury, use of meditation room, kitchen etc. Donation
basis: Tel 01452 849180 email: dolley@wrekintrust.org

WEEKLY RETREATS in beautiful Scottish Highlands. Small family home.
Warm, intimate, loving. 5 acres woodland. Sanctuary. Free personal inner child/
past life therapy. Inverness 10 miles. Loch Ness 5 miles. Ring Clive
01463 782389

MID WALES, caravan for 2 people on secluded hill farm. Ideal for
meditation, hill walking, bird watching, £85 per week. Sorry no pets.
Tel. 01597 860244 visit www.lesleywickham.co.uk

COME AND SHARE MY IDYLLIC PARADISE in the heart of the Cotswolds,
where peace, healing and personal growth abound. Ring 01285 760684
visit www.cotswoldhealingretreat.co.uk

SCARBOROUGH ‘Fountains Court Hotel’ specialising in health breaks, relaxation, personal change & spiritual development. Vegetarian. Hot-tub, sauna,
Zen garden. Tel 01723 381118 visit www.fountainscourt.com
CHARMING WELSH COTTAGE. Warm, well appointed & highly recommended
by previous guests. Great for walkers. Dogs welcome. Broadband. Recently
awarded 3 star status by Visit Wales. See website for availability.
Tel: 01547 330003 or visit www.littlecottagewales.co.uk

Y BWTHYN BACH. Cosy, one room, self-catering, barn conversion with wood
stove, in a beautiful garden, with immediate access to wild North
Pembrokeshire countryside and 1 mile from the coast. Perfect for walking,
meditation, writing etc. Tel. 01348 811282 visit www.genuslocus.net

PROPERTY FOR SALE/ TO LET

TO BUY/LONG LET 2 BED DUPLEX ANDALUCIA. Gated community with 2
shared pools. Beaches, 5 golf courses, horse riding, restaurants, large towns
nearby. Almeria airport 45 mins. Email: rlmsur@yahoo.co.uk

To advertise in the Cygnus Noticeboard or in our email newsletter, call Carol on 0845 456 1571
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Advaita

We are seeking to share the teachings of HH Shantanand Saraswati,
received by us over many years. A new introductory course starts
in January at The Study Society, Colet House, London.
Phone: 020 8741 6568. Email: office@studysociety.org
Website: www. studysociety.org

NEW AUTHORS

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK, ALL SUBJECTS INVITED
FICTION, NON FICTION, BIOGRAPHY, HISTORICAL, POETRY, SPIRITUAL

Write or send your manuscript to:

ATHENA PRESS

Queen’s House. 2 Holly Road, Twickenham TW1 4EG, England

visit: www.athenapress.com email: info@athenapress.com

RECONNECTIVE HEALING®
THE RECONNECTION®
Reconnective frequencies:

•Connect us to the natural energy gridlines
•Enable spiritual & evolutionary advancement
•Increase vibratory levels for healing & development
•Enhance and renew the functions of the body

Each healing experience is unique
UK Reconnective Healing Practitioners
trained by Eric Pearl

Stuart Brown 01629 580272 Matlock, Derbyshire
Helen Parsons 07734 153426 Skegness & London
Jean Whitebread 01949 81755 Nottingham & Leicester
May Johnstone 01786 834071 Scotland & distance
Lucca Occelli 07802 308289 Stockwell,Oval, London
Jane Duggleby 01935 864007 Somerset, Dorset & Devon
Lillian Bason 01695 728842 Skelmersdale, Lancashire
Leonard Mutch 0114 288 8160 Sheffield, South Yorkshire
Allison & David 01283 821580 Uttoxeter, Staffordshire
Stuart & Julie Mallinson 01535 634629 Keighley, Yorkshire
Louise Lewis 07720 706091 Leamington, Warwickshire
Julie Kaloczi 07854 799193 Southern Scotland & Carlisle
Jill Dunsford 01392 877554 Exeter & Devon
Catherine Wallace 07960 036608 Scarborough / York
Birgit Horrolt 01353 968079 Ely, Cambridgeshire
Emily Davies 0113 210 9171 Leeds, W. Yorkshire.
Helen Reid 07775 611791 Alderley Edge, Cheshire
Kathy Price 07968 803776 Aberystwyth, Ceredigion
Helen Francis 01686 626948 Newtown, Powys
Sally Phillips 02380 555441 Southampton,
Philip Wade 01677 460037 North Yorkshire
Frances Beasley 01261 861259 Banff, Scotland
Denise Davis 01582 416605 Luton, Bedfordshire & Hertfordshire
Julia Williams 07939 120531 London NW6
Emily Larkin 020 8348 6660 London, Haringey, N8 & Islington N1
Miranda Wilson 07941 339612 Covent Garden; Lewes, Sussex
Margaret Doherty 07776 255660 Glasgow
Lucinda Gordon Lennox 07968 485802 Central London
Margaret Hands 01970 832298 Tal-y-Bont, Ceredigion
Audrey Scully 0114 269 1145 Sheffield
Sue Cain-Smith 01204 595368 Bolton, Manchester
Hema Vyas 07956 825503 London St Johns Wood NW8
Muriel Howells 01595 694583 Shetland Islands
“If you’re fortunate, your healing will come in the form you anticipate. If you’re
really fortunate, your healing will come in a form you haven’t even dreamed
of - one which the universe specifically has in mind for you.” Eric Pearl

For more information visit
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www.reconnectionpractitioners.co.uk

EVENTS, COURSES & WORKSHOPS

HOMEOPATHY & COMPLEMENTARY HEALTH. Telephone consultations,
remedies & energy medicine, significant discount for Cygnus readers, free
training for health practitioners from highly experienced homeopaths at
Kesteven Natural Health Centre. Call Sue on 01529 460536 or visit
www.centreforhomeopathy.co.uk

LEMURIAN ATTUNEMENT FACILITATOR 6 week courses near Godalming,
£99. Connect with the Lemurians through this high vibrational course for raising
the consciousness and healing. Tel: 07930 882586 or email
mcrinall@live.co.uk
STOP THE MIND... I want to get off!! Inner peace retreat days with Sally
Chaffer held regularly in Yorkshire. Help preserve your energy and stop the
mind’s chatter. Empowering blend of healing and meditation- reconnect with
the Now! Tel. 07884 332644; www.peacenowhere.com

COURSES WITH LITA DE ALBERDI. Courses include Channelling, Awakening
Your Light Body, Reiki, Animal Healing, Ascension, Psychic Development, Seven
Rays, Becoming a Teacher, How to Teach Meditation and more. All courses held
near Glastonbury. Tel 01458 211047 visit www.schoolofthelivinglight.co.uk

THE JOURNEY INTENSIVE SEMINAR, North Devon, on Saturday 27th and
Sunday 28th November. ADVANCED SKILLS on Monday 29th November 2010.
Beautiful Exmoor setting with magnificent views. Accommodation available.
Tel. 01271 883454 or visit www.kentisburygrange.com
ANGELS, Ascension, Golden Atlantis & Transformational Teacher
Training workshops with Diana Cooper School – courses in Scotland
with Elizabeth Ann. Also spiritual coaching and angel readings etc.
Tel: 01592 743417 visit www.elizabethannmorris.com

ANGEL COURSES AND ANGELIC REIKI. Highly popular, unique, web-based,
self study Angel Course. www.onlineangelcourse.com Angelic Reiki
Attunements and Crystal Therapy Courses. Also private healing sessions.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent. Susan Ann Palmer, www.touchedbylight.co.uk
THE REIKI DRUM TECHNIQUE. Learn Reiki Drum Journeying, Healing &
Mental/Emotional Reprogramming. For Reiki II practitioners and above.
Workshops held throughout the UK. Contact Sarah Gregg 01279 600104
www.reikidrum.co.uk

DIANA COOPER SCHOOL teacher training courses and workshops 2012
and Beyond, Golden Atlantis, Angels, Ascension and Transform Your Life in
Warwickshire with Master Teachers Jillian and Peter Stott, 01926 851898;
jillianstott@btopenworld.com

THE HEALING POWER OF VOCAL SOUND with James D’Angelo, author of
The Healing Power of the Human Voice. Various forms of toning and chanting
for self-healing. www.soundspirit.co.uk and 01452 413220
USUI REIKI ATTUNEMENTS Level I, II & III in South West London.
Call Kasia on 07738 517 590

MANDALA INSPIRATION WORKSHOP Sussex, 28th/29th November. Make
mandalas and uncover their secrets - art skills not essential. Tuition includes
lunch and refreshments, accommodation available. Contact Elsie - 01243
513450 or https://sites.google.com/site/mandalainspirationworkshop/

THE LAW OF ATTRACTION CENTRE Put the theory you have read into
powerful practice and meet likeminded friends. Join the UK’s most exciting
community with regular groups and workshops:
www.lawofattractioncentre.co.uk

JACQUELINE, GIFTED 3RD GENERATION CLAIRVOYANT MEDIUM
Angel and Ascension Workshops. Messages directly from your Angels. Spiritual
and psychic. Reiki Teacher. Unicorn Healing. Lemurian Healing. Past Lives and
Karma clearing. Past Life Regression. Guides. Soul readings. 20+ years experience.
www.angelight.uk.com Tel: 07511 681931

THE ART OF MUSIC. Painting sound. Explore interactive, creative singing,
voicework, improvised music-making, drawing, painting, artwork. Open to all
levels. Sat October 23rd 1100-16.30. London NW2. philip@lifemusic.org.uk
07966 536180 or 0208 830 7755
INVITING VEGGIES & RAW FOODIES TO DETOX in our lovely French
retreat 3rd – 6th Dec 10. Benefit from holistic treatments, therapies and juice
feasting. Go home rehydrated, rejuvenated and relaxed ready for the festive
season. Tel 0033 243 643748 Email dawn@holistichealthcoach.eu
www.dawncampbellholistichealth.eu

EARTH HEALER RETREAT ~ October 15 - 17, Cornwall. Weaving the primal
energies of the ancient Cornish landscape. With shaman mystic David Hand.
Secluded woodland setting. Vegetarian meals. From £130. Tel: 01202 429300
www.mysticklight.com

THE UNICORN CENTRE in Somerset. Diana Cooper School 2012, Angel and
Ascension teaching. Reiki, Angel and Unicorn Healing Practitioner and other
courses and workshops. Tel: 01460 53699 visit: www.unicorncentre.co.uk

CRYSTAL & SOUND HEALING by Correspondence. Crystal/Sonic
RejuvenationTM – natural face-lift; Sound Healing to practitioner level; Past Life
Regression. All courses with professional accredited College. 01984 633597
visit www.atlantiscrystalhealing.com

Advertise in Cygnus Review for just £40 (30-word text advert) - great value - excellent response

EVENTS, COURSES & WORKSHOPS

ANAM CARA Retreat Centre, Scottish Highlands. Residential workshops
and retreats in Buddhism, Shamanism, Bushcraft, Sweatlodge Ceremonies,
Soul Quest, Ancient Crafts, Healing Arts and working retreats. To request a
programme, tel. 01463 711702 email: welcome@anamcara.org visit:
www.anamcara.org

KARUNA REIKI® The next step for Reiki Masters (all lineages) seekers of
Universal Truth and Compassion. 3 day classes set in beautiful Peak District.
Contact Janet Roome (UK Karuna Reiki Rep.). Tel. 01629 733227 email:
peakspirit@hotmail.co.uk visit www.karunareiki.co.uk
ANGELIC REIKI - Experience the joy of healing with the Angels. 1st & 2nd
Degree Workshops being held in Norfolk, July and September 2010. Contact
Alison on 07540 938107, www.angelreiki-norfolk.com

ALL ANGELS DAY Saturday 30 October. Mind Body Soul. Holistic exhibitors,
therapists, crystals, Reiki, art, books & tasters. Healthy Cafe. Athenaeum, Angel
Hill, Bury St Edmunds, IP33 1LU. £3.00, U12 free. www.allangelsday.org
Tel 01284 752 907

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

BLUE SKIES - Prefer to write letters, not emails? Connect with friendly
spiritually/environmentally aware people. Special offer £25/1yr. All ages.
01691 662 471 PO Box 212, Shropshire SY10 1BL.

BEAUTIFUL guided meditations and courses on CD - Angels, Chakras,
Channelling, Healing and lots, lots more. English voice.
www.schoolofthelivinglight.co.uk

ORGONITE for space clearing, EMFs, electrical sensitivity, mobile masts,
chemtrails, computers, negative energies, raising vibration, meditation, personal
protection, food, plants, pets, harmony, balance and transformation. The Blue
Sun, 01570 493207 visit: www.thebluesun.co.uk
WHO ELSE WANTS TO WORK FROM HOME, creating a freer life and
pension-style income from helping others? Simply watch FREE online info
video or call me: Pamela G Glynn: 01803 867390 www.reach4yourstar.com
GEOPATHIC STRESS - causing illness? Professional British Society of
Dowsers registered, Mike & Maureen Rawles (Dragonstone UK) analyse your
house’s Earth Energy, using remote dowsing, with rectification on-site.
Symptoms: reclusiveness, irrational anger, depression, headaches, insomnia.
Tel. 01460 281450 www.dragonstone-uk.com

APRICOT SEEDS, which contain high levels of B17, direct from the Himalayas.
£20 for 1kg bag, £12 for 1lb bag plus p&p. Apricot Seed Oil, £5 per 100ml
bottle. Please call 0800 374 976
THE AMEGA WAND uses Zero-Point Energy to relieve pain and energises the
body, food and liquids.Exciting new business opportunity. Call Carole de Lacy
07984 061711 or visit www.camegainternational.com

GENUINE WILHEM REICH ORGONE BOX. Three ply & galvanised metal on
wheels. Includes accumulator box & funnel. US import. New $2,000. Only £395
plus shipping. Email david@themindlab.org
CRYSTAL LABYRINTHS AS WALL HANGINGS FOR SPACE CLEARING.
Helps negative energy to disperse whilst light, clean energy replaces it.
Individually made to order. Contact Pauline on 01606 594628 or visit
www.crystallabyrinths.co.uk

WONDERFUL PERSONALIZED CDS created for your situation.
Guided relaxations, meditations, music for adults and delightful songs and story
‘Berty Bee’ for young children. Kira Keygan, 35 years experience.
www.really-relax.com Tel 01752 671907

HEAVEN ON EARTH
Joyful spiritual growth with Christopher Sell

Transformative guided inner journeys on CD • Spiritual counselling
Life-enhancing courses and groups you can join in person or from home
Free meditations for you at www.heaven-on-earth.co.uk
Free newsletter/catalogue from Heaven on Earth,
30A Barton Road, Ely, CB7 4HZ - Tel. 01353 661216

Spiritual Awakening & Enlightenment Now!
Stop the seeking, searching and struggling
Let Divine Openings do the work as you enjoy increasing
happiness, inner peace & fulfilment.
Call Shirley or Terence Crichton - 01604 891562

www.openingtograce.co.uk

HEALING RETREAT WEEKEND for Mind, Body & Spirit
19th, 20th & 21st Nov, Thurst House Farm, Sowerby Bridge
Lovely Pennine scenery. Walk the country lanes or simply relax with our many
books in front of a blazing log fire. Full board with gourmet food from £80.
Treatments from £20. Reiki, Reflexology, Chakra Balancing,
Aromatherapy & Crystal Healing. Tel. 01422 822820 / 07759 619043
judith@thursthousefarm.co.uk
www.thursthousefarm.co.uk

The Secret of a Great Gift... Original Personalised Art
Give a unique print, made-to-order from collections of designs
with a whimsical twist for every occasion,
hand-finished with the personalised details of your choice.
For more details and information visit

www.squaremoon.org.uk

AtlasPROfilax

NEW AMAZING SELF-EMPOWERING REALIGNMENT

Did you know that the Atlas bone is misaligned in most humans?

What if you could GET RID OF BACK, NECK, KNEES or HIPS
PAIN, WHIPLASH, MIGRAINES, DIZZINESS, TRAPPED NERVES,
DIFFERENCE in LEG LENGTH, FROZEN SHOULDERS, etc…
A strategic and non-chiropractic massage is applied to the short
musculature of the neck

In only one application, safely and permanently

Marie-Agnès Casalini: 07828 954304 / 01342 303279

marie.atlas@yahoo.co.uk

www.marieatlas.co.uk

London (Oxford Circus), West Sussex, Scotland, Cumbria, Blackpool,
Manchester, Birmingham, Glastonbury, Marlborough, Devon

THE INCREDIBLE CHI MACHINE
(Beware of imitations)

The original Sun Ancon Chi Machine and the only one to have
been the subject of extensive clinical trials and medical research.

New to this country and already causing a sensation!

The Amega Wand – a pen sized tool which creates zero point energy to
relieve aches, pains and energise the body, food and liquids.

The MRS 2000 Home Set – The pulsating electromagnetic resonance mat.
Effective for joint/muscle pain, circulatory, respiratory and digestive problems.

The Quantum Laser – Rejuvenates cells, used for pain relief, stress and
clearing cell memory of negative information. For home and clinical use.

Enquiries:- Tricia Courtney Dickens CMH, CHyp, CPNLP,

Tel. 02392 793720

www.alternativehealthuk.com

NIRVANA LIGHT

We specialise in ‘love and relationship’

We choose only the best psychics to help give you direction and
guidance. All readers have been tested to an exceptional standard.

‘Phone today to find out why our clients say
we are the UK’s best psychic line’
Credit card readings :

0800 138 44 22

8.30 am - 1.00 am

0906 11 11 912

All major credit/debit cards accepted

24hr premium line readings, tel:

All calls recorded & cost £1.50 per minute from BT landline - PO Box 387, CT9 2WD

We’re open every day of the week
Entertainment only

REVISED COPY DATE - Issue 12, December 2010 - Friday 29th October; Issue 1, January 2011 - Wednesday 1st December
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Please add me to your mailing list (NEW MEMBERS ONLY)

Please send me The Cygnus Review every month, free of charge, and send
me my welcome pack. (Please write clearly in BLOCK CAPITALS. Thanks!)

NAME (Mr / Mrs / Ms / Miss / Dr)
ADDRESS

Please tell us where you heard about us:

POSTCODE

How to order & contact details

PHONE

ORDER LINE Mon-Fri 9-6, Sat 9-1 (voicemail outside office hours)
UK 0845 456 1577 or 01558 825 500 Int’l +44 1558 825 500
QUERY LINE Mon-Fri 9-5, Sat 9-1 (+44) 01558 825 503
POST
From UK Cygnus, FREEPOST SS1193, LLANGADOG SA19 9ZZ
From outside UK Cygnus, PO Box 15, LLANDEILO SA19 6YX, UK
ONLINE Browse our full range of more than 1200 titles and order securely
at www.cygnus-books.co.uk Email info@cygnus-books.co.uk
FAX
From UK 01558 825 517, from outside UK +44 1558 825 517

Issue 002010
Please list below the titles you are ordering:
(note: you may also order from previous issues of The Cygnus Review)

Code

Title

Price

Qty

Cost

Orders should arrive within 1-2 weeks to UK delivery addresses. We may
hold an order briefly if replenishment of out of stock items is imminent. Please
wait 2 weeks before making a delivery enquiry.

DAYTIME PHONE (In case of query)
FAX
EMAIL
DELIVERY ADDRESS (If different from above)

Sub-total

POSTCODE

GIFT SERVICE

BOOK TITLE
FRIEND’S NAME
FRIEND’S ADDRESS

Send a gift direct to a friend, giftwrapped, with a beautiful
greetings card containing your personal message. This service
costs only £1.20 extra per giftwrap + p&p.

YOUR MESSAGE

CODE

POSTCODE

UK

YES / NO

Any messages, special requirements or notes:

I wish to renew/become a Cygnus Supporter and receive 3 10% off
vouchers and free (UK) or reduced (Overseas) p&p to my home
address. Suggested contribution £12 (UK), £15 (Overseas)
Post to: Cygnus, PO Box 15, LLANDEILO SA19 6YX, UK

FREE
FREE

£

Postage & packing – per address
To send to more than one address, please add on the appropriate extra postage.

Orders £24.99 or under
£2.50
Orders £25.00 or over
FREE
Cygnus Supporters, to your own address
FREE
Rest of Europe£2.25 per address plus 90p per item
Cygnus Supporters: just 90p per item
to your own address
Rest of World (Airmail) £3.40 per address plus £1.70 per item.
Cygnus Supporters, to your own address: £1.70 per item

TOTAL PAYABLE

YOUR NAME (as you want it to appear at the end of the message – please print)
Would you like us to include a copy of The Cygnus Review?

Extra Cygnus Reviews & leaflets to give to friends. We’ll
Reviews
send you a £2 voucher for each one who places an order
Leaflets
Positive News (what people are doing to help the world)
£0.50
Cygnus Backlist (Lists 1200+ titles & includes £1.50 voucher.) £1.50
Gift service (please complete box to the left) per giftwrap+p&p £1.20
Support Cygnus (get FREE or REDUCED P&P) £12 UK, £15 overseas

£

PAYMENT DETAILS

(If you’re paying by cheque, please make it payable to
Cygnus Books and write your membership number on
the back, or name & address if you’re new to Cygnus.)

I wish to pay by:
cheque postal order
Mastercard
Visa Debit
Maestro
My card number is:

Visa American Express
Solo
Electron

Start date:

Security no:

Cardholder’s signature:

Expires:

Date:

Issue no:



No quibble returns policy: If you are not completely satisfied with anything
you have bought from us, you are welcome to return it within 10 days and we
will be glad to send you a refund or credit note (please state which you prefer). This does not affect your statutory rights.

A note for overseas customers: It will be easiest if you pay by credit/debit card.
However, if you want to pay by cheque, please note that we can only accept
cheques in £ sterling drawn on a British bank account.

